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Probably no man has ever troubled to 'imagine how,
strange his life would appear to himself if it were unre-
lentingly assessed in the terms of his maleness; if every-
thing- he wore, said, or did had to be justifietl by ref-
erence to female approval .... If frail school and lec-
tureroom, press and pulpit he heard the persistent
outpouring of a stii*and scolding voice bidding him
remember his Magical function .... People would
write books called, "History of the Male" or "Psychol-
ogy of the Male" or "Males of the Bible". ...

Dorothy L. Sayers
Scholar and Novelist, 1893-1957

For my part I distrust all generalizations about women,
favorable and unfavorable, masculine and feminine,
ancient and modern.

Bertrand Russell
Philosopher, 1872-1970



Foreword
Rapid social change has become the_ hallmaric of our era. The

changes generated by the racial and youth movements of the
1950's and 1960's and the grOwing socioeconomic strength of the
elderly were_ followed closely by the em.ergence of womenthe
majority of the populationas a social and political force. This
was an obvious and natural sequel, since theconcerns of women
cut across all ethnic and racial, age, and social groups, affect and
are affected by them. Men and women are discovering new ways
of living and of thinking about themselves and each other, and
social scientists are reassessing ancient inequities and new op-
tions for women in all their relationships.

Both the popular press and professional journals have given a
great deal of space to the phenomenon. The Women's Movement
and the Equal Rights 4wendment have aroused protagonists and
antagonists from both sexes. Meanwhile, researchers in many dis-
parate fields have sought to learn more about women's complex
and diverse roles and how they play their partsi about their atti-
tudes, ancl..men'.s; about the anxieties engendered by women's
multiple responsibilities; in short, what these changes in living
and working mean to women and their families.

Much of the clinical and social research supported by the Na-
tional Institute of Mental. Health both reflects and emerges from
the events and the problems of our times. As a part of this effort,
the Institute has developed an ongoing program of research about
women, mUch of it done by researchers who also happen to be
women, all of it performed to clarify issues and alleviate problems
relevant to women and, through them, to their families and asso-
ciates. Some of these, such as changing stereotyped thinking
about sex and job roles in both the home and the Workplace, al-
tering attitudes in general, and easing the special concerns of
women in ethnic and lower socioeconomic groups, are peculiar to
our own time. Others know no time framemarriage and di-
vorce, depression in women, what goes on in a woman's body,
and therapies for women. ReseaTh studies on many of these
areas are described in this book.

Although the brief reports in this volume are selected only from
those studies which are concerned primarily with the woman her-
self, they inevitably impinge on such other facets of a woman's



life as moOer-child interaction, family adjustment to a wife's em-
pfoyment outside the home, or the effects of a mother's depres-

sion on other family members. The,se and many othc areas of the
life of women in today's world demand .further. research. The
NIMH hopes that this publication will .stimulate that research and
benefit the women, their families, arid the m'ental health profes-
sionals for whom the book was written.

vi

Francis N. Waldropo M.D.
Acting Director
National Institute of Mental Health



Preface
The National Institute of/Mental Health (NIMH) does not have a

special center for stUdies relating to women, but for many years it
has been engaged in efforts to develop a program of such re-
search. These efforfs include holding conferenceslo bring togeth-
er scholars to discuss research ideas and staff encouragement of
research on needed topics, as well as funding applications submit-
ted at the researchers' own initiatives.

A series:of workshops was held between 1971 and 1975 to as-
semble scholars to discuss current needs in research relating to
women. The first workshop, chaired by Dr. Suzanne Keller of
Princeton University, was held in 1971. Called "The Role of Wom-
en," it hoped to identify areas of research that had been neglected
in the past and, to identify needs for information. One of the
needs identified was to gather baseline data on the status of
women. In May 1972, a second workshop, called "Social Indica-
tors," was held. Chaired by Dr. James DaVis of the National Opin-

\ ion Research Center, this workshop identified sources of existing
\ data from past surveys that could be analyzed or replicated to

'determine what changes had taken place.
`,The following month, a conference on the "Biological and Cul-

tural Bases of Sex Differences" was held at Stanford University,
chaired by Dr. Beatrix Hamburg of the Department of Psychiatry.
This conference brought together researchers.from the areas of
genetics, endocrinology, animal behavior, anthropology, and psy-

-chiatry as well as sociology and pEychology. Several years after this
conference, it was still apparent that psychological research often
failed to use women as subjects or to focus on the psychological
needs that women themselves thought important, and a fourth
conference was held. It was jahtly funded with the Ford 'Founda-
tion through a contract to the American Psychological Association,
Held in Madison, Wis., in June 1975, this conference was cochaired
by Drs. Florence Denmark and Julia Sherman, It focused on ne-
glected topics of research in female development, personality theo-
ry, achievement, and other psychological areas. Some of the stud-
ies, in this volume resulted from ideas generated at these four
workshops,

In addition, staff of the NIMH has been active in developing a
program of research about women, In 1970, Dr, Bertram S.

vii
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Brown, then Diredor of NIMH, initiated the organization of a
Women's Council for staff of the Institute to address Concerns
About women. Dr. Louis A. Wienckowski, Director of the Division
of Extramural Research, made staff and funds available to conduct.
the series of research workshops described above. Early in 1975,
Dr.. Betty Pickett, then Acting Director of the Division of Extramu-
ral Research, appointed Joyce Lazar as a Special Assistant for Re-
search Relating to Women. Dr. Pickett provided the opportunity,
the guidance, and the support that made it possible to initiate
many outreach activities to encourage research by and about
women. Other NIMH staff have also been supportive of such re-
search, particularly Pr. Elliot Liebow of the Center for the Study
of Metropolitan Problems, which is responsible for the studies in
the chapter on women's work; Dr. Irene Elkin Waskow of the
Clinical Research Branch; and Susan Salasin of the Mental Health
Services Research Branch.

While some Of the research funded by the NIMH was stimulat-
ed by the research workshops and through the efforts of staff,
most applications weve submitted by scholars at universities and
research institutes on topics they thought timely and important.
All applications, whether encouraged by staff or investigator-ini-
tiated, are reviewed for scientific merit by panels of nongovern-
mental experts selected for their research competence and' knowl-
edge of their fields. These panels seled the applications to be
submitted to the National Advisory Mental Health Council. They
also establish a priority order by which applications are to be
funded, as sufficient funds are not available to support all appli-
cations judged worthy of approval. Thus, the reseaich described
in this volume was selected by other scientists as among the best
of the applications submitted to the Institute.

Not all the research about women supported by the NIMH is
described here. These selections are intended to illustrate the
kinds of work in progress when Dr. Lorraine Bouthilet, then Chief
of the Mental Health Studies and Reports Branch, and Joyce Lazar
first made plans for this publication. At that time, the Center for
the Prevention and Control of Rape had not vet been established
in the NIMH. Since then, that Center haf upported some 40
studies. Though all of these studies are relevant to women, they
had not yet begun when this volume was planned.

This volume only includes studies.in whi`th the primary concern
is the woman herself. Thus, studies ,of mother-child interaction
and attachment where the concern is on the psychological devel-
opment of the child were not included. Studies of working wom-
en were included only if the focus was on the women. Those that
examined the effect of a working wife or mother on the adjust-,
ment of the family were omitted. Similarly, studies on the effect
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on the family or on the children Of mental illness or depression of
mothers were not included. Only projects designed to tell us
more about the mental health or illness among women are de-
scribed here.

Even a cursory glance at the list of topics in the table of con-
tents makes dear that this is not a book designed to toyer all
areas of women's lives. Furthermore, while the studies are
grouped into six chapters around general topic areas, no chapter
reflects all the research that is being done in a given area. If some
of the chapters seem rather fragmented, it is because the research
that is supported in those areas is itself rather fragmented at the
present time. But then, most research about women is supported
by agencies other than the NIMH. There is considerable research
un .erway throughout the country that is supported by other
sources or that is being done without any financial support. It is
hoped that the pieces of research supported by this Institute will
fit together with that being done. elsewhere to make a more co-
herent whole.

Most of the studies reported in 'this volume have been or will
be published in professional journals to be read by other scien-
tists and scholars. This book is intended for people who want to
know rribre about what the current research is reyealing about
women, their lives, and their mental health, but who are unlikely
to read Cle professional publications in which these studies gen-
erally are reported. Tp,include as.wide a range of topics as possi-
ble, all the studies have been summarized very briefly. Those who
want further information can write to the authors listed in the
appendix.

ix
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Overview

Why Another Book About Women?

In recent years "women" have become an issue, a topic of con-
versation, a group to organize and be organized, and, a concern to
the media, to employers, to the Government and its lawmakers,
and, most of all, to women themselves. Information about women
and the changes in their roles, their attitudes, and their lives is
sought after eagerly. The quest for information has been reflected
at the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) by an .increase
in the number of research studies about women funded in recent
years.

Why Research on Women Is an "In" Topic

Interest in learning more about women has arisen in recent
years because of the rapid changes in social conditions and,social
values and the growth of the organized wttempt to change these
conditions known as toe "Women's Liberation Movement." The
rapid shift of values in the sixties caused many of the young and
not so young to reassess their lives. The concept of alternative life-
styles became popular, and many people began to realiie that
there were numerous options open to them. Some people decid-
ed to delay marriage or not to marry at all. Others, already mar.
ried, obtained divorces. Increasing numbers of women, most mar-
ried but some divorced and widowed, began to pursue second
careers outside of the home. Mery were being asked to assume
more household and family responsibilities. As women's roles
broadened and changed, it became apparent that there were great
gaps in our knowledge and understanding about these new life-
styles. Descriptions of the new roles appeared in the popular
press. Studies of the new hfestyles were followed by studies of
the stresses and strains resulting from the rapid changes.

Social Research and Social Values

Social research both emerges from and reflects the society and
the times. Throughout our history, and in this century in particu-
lar, concern has developed about special groups of people who
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seem not to be getting their share of the American dream. Among
the enduring values of the American culture are beliefs in human
right's and equality, though such values have not always been.
translated into action. Social scientists have documented existing
inequities in the society and have attempted to account for the
causes of the disparity between values and action. In the early
decades of this century, child labor -became c42? social issue. Re-
searchers and reformers worked together to make known the
conditions of the many very young children who toiled for long
hours in intolerable conditions for substandard wages. Inequali-
ties in housing and employment as well as in interpersonal rea-
fions-became a public con.-.4-rn in the 1920's, 1930's, and 1940's,
resulting in an increase in social and psychological research on
attitudes and prejudice toward ethnic groupsJews, Irish Catho-
lics, and later immigrant groups.

Following the holocaust of the Second World War, social scien-
tists began to investigate the personality structures of those who
practiced extreme antisemitism, and the study of the authoritarian
personality became a major research topic of the 1950's. With the
growth of the d rights movement, demographers and sociolo-
gists, among others, pointed to the vast differences in education,
occupation, income, and other indicators of attainment between
whites and all groups of nonwhite Americans. Research on racism
and its impact peaked during the 1950's and 1960's. Much of this
research refuted the popular myth that anyone who tried hard
enough could make it in America. The effectiveness of many of
the social institutions in helping minorities was questioned. "Insti-
tutkmal racism" was a concept made popular by scholars, minori-
ty leaders, and the media.

By the mid-sixties, women began to complain that, though they
were a majority of the American population, they, too, held a di-
minished status in the major arenas of the American society: in
public life, in the workplace, and even in the home. What has
become known as the women's liberation movement got under-
way. As women became more vocal about the inequities they saw
in their lives, they became a target for research just as had Jews,
blacks, and other minority and ethnic groups before them.

Inequities continue in the Litter part of the 1970's. One woman
in four lives on ap annual income of less than $4,000, compared
with one man inighteen. While most women are currently em-
ployed outside/the home, they, like the racial and ethnic minori-
ties, are clustered in the lowest paying occupations and often in
deadend jobs. In spite of Federal legislation and_ a great deal of
public support for the belief in "equal pay for the equal work,"
the earnings gap between men and women continues to widen.
Women employed full time in 1976 earned less than 56 percent of

2



what men earned; whereas in 1967, women's earnings were 62
percent of men's.

Why did it take women so long to call attention to their une-
qual status? The history of the protest of minorities is relevant
again. Prejudice against Jews became a topic for public concern
and for research when a sizable body of Jews became educated
and secure .enough as Americans to articulate their concerns.
Much of the research on antisemitism was initiated by Jewish
scholars. The civil rights movement was spearheaded not by
blacks in the lowest positions, but by educated black :. secure
enough and with sufficient resources to organize the protests.
Though some research on prejudice against blacks has been done
by white 'researchers, much of the research on racism in recent
years has been done by black scholars. Many similarities exist
with women. Given their traditional financial and emotional de-
pendence on men, women have been slow to organize for pro-
test. It required a "critical mass" of educated women to launch
the women's liberation movement, as the study by Freeman de-
scribed in chapter 1 indicates. She examined the early history of
the movement and found that its older leadership emerged from
the 1963 President's Commission on the Status of Women, while
the younger members began in the youth, student, peace, and
civil rights movements. Both groups were representative of the
better educated women in the country.

Measuring Social Change

As more women began to pursue higher education and to enter
the labor market, woMen's roles became more .complex, more
diverse, and often more contradictory. Attention in the media
began to focus on the changing status and roles of women,
though there were,those who thought that the change was more
apparent than real. Some charged that a small group of highly vis-
ible, militant "women's libbers" were merely creating the impres-
sion that many American women had changed their attitudes. The
research done by Mason provides a definitive answer to this
charge. Her study, reported in chapter 1, compared a series of
public opinion polls about 'women's attitudes toward home, fami-
ly, childcare, working mothers, and egalitarianism. From an analy-
sis of polls conducted between 1964 and 1974, Mason finds that,
indeed, there has been a substantial attitude change amk,ng wom-
en in all walks of life. Further, the attitude change seems to be
related to the employment status of women.

Nw only have attitudes changed, but many women's lives have
changed. Only in recent decades have women had easy access to
reliable contraceptive methods. Family planning has reduced the



birth fate and changed the timing of births. This, together with
increased longevity, means that most of a woman's lifespan is free
from the histotic respoisibiOty of raising children. The increased
divorce rate and the decline in the marriage rate mean that many
women are leading economically self-sufficient and more socially
independent lives. Many of. the age-old assOmptions about wom-
en have beer 'opened to question by society, by women, and bY
men. There is a gap in knowledge about how women are now liv-
ing their lives. Some of the research in' this book is seeking an-
swers to the questions yaised by all these changes.

'New Research by New Researefiers

Another major influence on the new research about women is
the increase in the number of woman scholars during the decade
of the 1970's. Increasing numbers of womqn scholars completed
graduate degrees in the late 1.960.'s anc11970's, and many of them
have begun to condu t research, as illustrated by the fact that,
in 1971, only 10 perce f NIMH research grants were awarded to
women; in 1976, 23 pe ent were. Many of these women research-
ers-30me yong, sortie trained 'after their children had grown
and left homeare emphatic about studying topit.:s that are cen-
tral to their lives and to the lives of other .women. They have
brought about changes in areas of research as well as in some of
the assumptions about how research should be conducted.

Many of (he topics in this book illustrate these new perspec-
tives. When nearly all researchers were men, many topics relevant
to women's lives were virtually ignored. For example, history
books written by men tend to focus on the power of politics and
war and tell us little of what the women of the times were doing.
Among the previously neglected topics about women described
here are: the study of women in politics, by Greenstone; cross-
cultural perspectives of male and female power, by Sanday; how
working-class women feel about their lives and their marriages, by

, Rubin; and the impact of divorce laws on alimony awards, by
Weitzman and Dixon.

In a society as achievement oriented as ours, it is more prestig-
ious to be a doctor, lawyer, or professional than a blue-collar
worker. It is similarly more prestigious to study occupations other
than those at the lower end of the achievement ladder. In the
"Sociology of Occupations" theie are mbny studies of profession .

al groups but little research on housewives, the largest but one of
the least prestigious occupational groups in the United States. The
Berk-Berheide study described in chapter 2 is gathering systematic
information about how housewives in America spend their days
and years and how they feel about the work they do.

4
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Some of the studies in this volume, for instance the research on
the relationship of hormones, brain function, and behavior, de-
scribed in chapter 5, became possible only in the last few years,
.with the development of the scientific knowledge and technology
thatenabled the research to be carried out. Others, such as the
study by Abplanalp of the relationship between hormones, mood,
and behavicit in..normal women, are a product of the new
perspectives female-scientists have brought to their research.

Wo en Researchers as Critics of Research

Women researchers have also challenged some _of the theoreti-
cal traditions within which research has been conducted and the
mental health of women assessed. The study by Bem reported in
chapter 1 questions the mental health consequences of what it
means to fill the rigid social definitions of "masculine" or "femi-
ni le" roles. Her research on androgyny has already changed
standards of evaluating the psychological health of men and
women.

Researchers agree that, at all ages, more women than men are
diagnosed as depressed, but their explanations of why this is so
and_ what to do about it differ. The research reported in chapter
4 illustrates some of the varying perspectives on what accounts for
the greater vulnerability of wOmen to depression. The feminist
explanation of why more women than men are depressed is that
more women lack the power to deal with the many stresses and
demands they encounter in their lives, and that, since stress is
cumulative Acl 'women tend to have more limited resources and
less power with which to cope with it, more women than men
become depressed.

Guttentag and Salasin emphasize the "learned helplet:sness-life
stress model" of depression. They call for a change in the life cir-
cumstances of women as a treatment for depression. Beck and his
research team, Oil the other hancl' view depression as a cognitive
disorderhow people ruminate about and deal with the problems
they face in life. They do not deny that many women have limited
options in life, but they see the alleviation of deression as possi-
bly coming about through changes in how women think and act'
about their situations. Through cognitive-behavior therapy, the
thetapists try to change the negative views these women hold
about themselves so that they can accept responsibility for their
lives, goals, families, careers, and psychological symptoms.

Other scientists examining depression among women are seek .
ing biological explanations and treatment; some, such as Weiss-
man and Klerman, are examining both the biological and psycho-
logical approaches. Thus, within this volume we have differences of



opinion among, researchers themselves about whether the roots
of depression reside in the woman or in the conditions that sur-
roOnd her life. In general, it is the women in this field wholirst
raised the issue of the importance of sex-role socialization and/life
circumstances in contributing to women's higher,/ incidence of
depression.

Women researchers have also challenged the m.eihods by which
some research has been conducted. In the past, much social re-
search has failed to consider the influence of sex of either the
investigator or the subjects. Though Margaret, Meact. and Ruth
Benedict are .obvious exceptions, .much ,of the information we
have about life in other cultures was gathereckby male anthropol-
ogists who went to other societies and studied people's lives, in-
cluding the roles and functions of women and their childrearing
techniques. It should be no surprise..that when women anthro-
pologists study these same societies;they often come away with
very different information. In social and psychological studies, the
sex of the investigator also is often ignored, though it is common
knowledge that the behavior of both men and women may be
changed by the presence of a person Of the opposite sex. Only in
the last decade have sociologists considered matching the sex and
race of the interviewer with thoSe interviewed.

Until women researchers began to protest, much research on
social issues failed to consider the sex of those studied as a iele-
vant variable. Often women were not the subjects of research at
all. For many years, social and psychological aspects of achieve-
ment motivation were studied only in men. The motivation of
women was ignored, or it was assumed that whatever motivated a
man would also motivate a woman. Further, research on motiva-
tion was limited almost entirely to academic and occupational
achievement and ignored aspects of life more relevant to women.
Studies in which both men and women were included as subjects
often failed to report how many of each participated, presumably
on the assumption that sex was irrelevant. When sex differences
were examined, only studies that found differences were reported
in the journals. Thus, we have no systematic data on the many
areas where no differences between men and women have been
found.

Wha! Have We Learned?

Even though the decision was made not to include studies of
women as mothers, the influence of marital status and mother-
hood on the lives of women described in this book is pervasive.
The impact of age of marriage and of subsequent childbearing is a

major determinant in the life course of women, as indicated in
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the research by Bumpass, et al. The life5tyle and life satisfaction of
a woman depend in large measure on the income of the man she
marries, as Rubin reports in her interviews with working-class
women.

' Now, as throughout much of history, housework remains, Wom-
en's work. The Berk-Berheide study reveals that, whethe:', they
work outside the home or not, women still do most of the hciuse-
work; and most women seem neither to enjoy it nor to hate it.
Housework is just there to be done, and women accept it.

Whether the women work as welders, factory workers, or activ-
ists in local politics, concern about raising their children well

. . .

seems to -permeate their thinking. Lamphere and her research
team found that women who are recent immigrants expect to
work and do work outside of the home, often on different shifts
from their husbands in order to provide for the care of their chil-
dren. Hauenstein fipds .that married wornen, regardless of race,
income, or employment, share many problems but, as Might be
expected,,more-of the working wives are concerned abouf having
time to provide adequate guidance for their children. Weitzman
and Dixon find that divorced women rarely receive sufficient ali-
mony to support themselves an'd to provide an adequate level of
care for their children.

This concern with care of the home and chirdren is reflected in
most of the studies of women in 'this volume and perhaps reflects
the age groups of women studied. None of the studies is of un-
married women, women beyond childbearing years, the elderly,
or the aged. It may ..)e that family concerns would not be of such
great importance had women in other stages of the life cycle been
studied.

As previously mentioned, though scientists may not agree on
the explanations, they do agree that more Women than men are
depressed. Several of the studies described in chapter 4 dispel
the myth that degression is more common among the middle-

'aged woman with "the empty nest." Several also point to the pos-
sibility that there may be a future change in the rate of depression
among women. Weissman and Paykel found that depressed wom-
en employed outsicle,of the home showed less impairment than
depressed hou'seWives. They suggest that outside employment
may have a "protective effect on women. Guttentag and Salasin
report that women employed at low-level jobs are at high risk for
depression. Walshok, ,who is studying women in blue-collar jobs
where the pay is greater than in traditional female jobs, reports

" that these women are pleased with their new occupations and
have an enhanced self-image. Greenstone and associates, in the
study described in chapter 1, found that the self-esteem and feel-
ings of competence Of women increased as they worked in local



politics. In one of the.few studies of employed women, Warren
finds that it is the unemployed rather than the working woman
who shows more symptoms of stress. As more women enter the
labor market, gain access to higher level jobs, or engage in activi-
ties outside of the home, one may speculate that the' freqUency
or severity of depression among women may decrease.

This volume also has very fe studies on women of various
ethnic and racial groups. It is hoped that additional research
about such women will be stimulated by tne three conferences on
minority research needs sponsored by the NIMH in 1977. The
need for yesearch in, many other areas is highlighted by.this over-
view of what has already been done. It is clear that we need to'
know more about women who never marry, those who marry but,
by;choice or circumstance, do not have children and of women
who spend a major portion of their lives living alone due to di-
vorce or widowhood.

Though many women have changed their sex-role expectations
and behaviors, others have not. There is a need for research on
women who continue with traditional lifestyles. How do these
women feel about themselves? How do they cope with achanging
society and changing relationships? What happens to these tradi-
tional women when they are faced with divorce or widowhood in
the middle or late years?

What about men? Have their attitudes changed? There are rela-
tively few studies of how men respond to the role changes among
women. Do men feel pleased, threatened, or angry when their
wives shift their attitudes or behavior after pany years of mar-
riage? What are the attitudes of men to increasing number§ of
female workers? We know little about how men are reacting in
any of the areas of life in which changes have occurred.

Though employment and activities outside of the home may
have positive mental health consequences for women, man,
women still need help in coping with life's problems. Chapter 6
describes a number of innovative treatinent services and interven-
'tiOns developed by women, for women. Warren suggests that in
urban areas the neighborhood itself may be the greatest resoutce
to provide assistance, especially for working-class families. Gut-
tentag and Salasin report on ,he help that women give to other
women through the organizon of a variety of special interest,
self-help groups. Similarly, Morical describes how housewives are
trained to provide counseling for women who are experiencing
stress or crisis. Another technique, ,which has become popular in
receyit years and if:, designed to increase the ability to .tope with
everyday problems through ' assertiveness training," has been
researched by Marsha Linehan,:md Marvin and Anita Goldfried.

8



The Future of Mental Health Research on Woline

Though the studies described in this volume provide us with
some information about women's lives and about their mental
health, much more research is needed. For the most part, the
reports cover only a limited portion of the life cycle of women,
since studies of young adult women, of those Who are middle
aged, and Of the elderly are lacking. A conference is being
planned jointly by tbe National Institute of Mental Health and the
National Institute on Aging to assess the need for research about
women in the later years.

What is the impact Of these changes on women themselves? On
their personaiity development? Their psychological functioning?
Happiness? Family and personal stability? How are the institutions
of the society reacting .to these .changes? These and many more
questions remain to be answered by future research.

The need for basic biological and psychophysiologiCal research
continues. There is much more to lie learned about the relation-
ship of hormonal functioning to psychological well-being as well
as its relationship to distress, both physical and psychological.
There is a need for continued research on female endocrine phy-
'siology and 'its relationship to premenstrual states, to postpartum.
depression, and to menopausal and postmenopausal changes.

When women have symptoms of psychological distress, we
need to know more about what led to the distress; its frequencY
among the different age, social class, marital status, and occupa-
tional groups; and what cam be done to alleviate it. There has
been .a pauc4 of research on the special treatment needs of
women and about the orientation and training of mental health
professionals who deliver services to American women. The need
for ongoing evaluation of pyschotherapy, both process and out-
come, is great, both for the traditional therapies and the\ various
alternative treatments and self-help groups initiated by women
themselves. Studies that compare traditional therapies with alter-
native ones would provide information about which therapies are
effective for which patients.

The studies reviewed in this volume tell us that some things
about women's lives have changed and that some have not.
Though much has been learned through the research, many more,
questions remain to be answered. And even as answers to today's
questions are being sought, new research questions are emerging
about the dynamic lives of contemporary women.

Joyce Lazar
Chief, Social Sciences Section
BehavioraP Sciences Research Branch
Division of Extramural Research Programs
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1, Sex Roles and Sex
Stereotypes

"There are few good women who do not tire of their role."

Francois de la Rochefoucald, 1613-1680
French Moralist

Formerly, the definition of "woman's.:role" was clear. Today,
life is not so simple. There is no one role for women, and the
term "sex roles" refers to a whole range of often conflicting atti:
tudes, behaviois, and expectations for both men and women. Sex-
role research, a relatively new field, reflects this diversity in a vari-
ety of subjects and 'approaches. In this chapter, investigators con-,
sider some ways in which sex roles have (and have not) been af-
fected by the social upheavals of the sixties and early seventies.

Fleeman presents the early history of the oft-maligned worrf
movement and discusses how it influenced and wac... -i.r1.,eficed by
its participants, its own nature, and Gcy,?:.7ient policy. Mason
looks at a decade's worth of opinion surveys and finds
that, while sex-role c.i6ns have changed amdng a wide variety
of women. 'women's movement probably did little to effect

hange. Greenstone and his associates comp'are the political
with the personal in women's attitudes. Changes in self-esteem as
well as in political and feminist attitudes, it seems, result from ac-
tive participation in civic organizations for some women.

In two other studies, traditional sex-rOle generalizations are
contested. Bern, who brought the term "androgyny" and a new
psychological scale into widespread use, provides evidence that
conventional sex roles actually restrict an individual's range of
healthy behaviors. Sanday's cross-cultural look at the origins and
consequences of sexual inequality raises the interesting theory
that men's historical subjugation of women is due to fearfear of
the poWers they believe are inherent in women.

Concluding this chapter is a disturbing finding in a laboratory
setting by Messe and Callahan-Levy. Even when women under-
graduates know what is fair pay for a particular job, they tend to
ask for less than men do, perhaps because they are overly con-
scious of what others will think of demands for higher pay. It
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'would be interesting to' see if this tendency occurs among other
subject grqups, given the increasing 'numbers of women in the
work force. Women whO have been employed for several years or
who come from less privileged backgrounds .may react differently
than college students.

Taken as a whole, these six research Projects reveal that, while
we have made significant progress in eradicating some female
stereotypes from American life, others remainsome of them
accepted and thus perpetuated by women.themselves.

'qn the Beginning"--Origins of the Wointnl.n
Movement .

Research,by: Jc%
w

Since its inception in the mid 1960's, the women's liberation
movement has been many things to many peoplepotential re-,
dresser of social and economic injustice, threat to the American
family, media practiCal joke. To social scientist' Jo Freeman of the
State University of New York, the women's movement has meant
an opportunity to get in on the, ground floor in inveStigating the
origins and development of a social movement and, more impor-
tantly, the relationship of that social movement to the enactment
and implementation of public policy. ,

FroM 1967 to 1969, Dr. Freeman was an active participant in
what she calls the "younger branch" of the Chicago women's lib-
eration Movement. As editor of the first national newsletter, 'she
was able, through letters and interviews, to record how a number
of groups around the country started. Between 1970 and 1974,
Freeman withdrew from active participation in the women's move-
ment but tontinued her investigation through contact with femi-
nists and through :ibrary research. "This sequence of active partici-
pation followed by indirect observation," she says, "afforded me a
more informed perspective on the movement than would be pos-
sible for anyone who was either primarily a participant or primri-
ly an observer."

Freeman makes the distinction between the "older" and
"younger': branches of the women's movement because she be-
lieves that, although the movement is quite diverse, it does have
two distinct origins from two different strata.of society with differ-
ent styles of operation. The older branch, most prominently rep-
resented by the National Organization for Women (NOW), had its
roots in the 1963 President's Commission on the Status of Women.
The younger branch, Freeman's research has shown, originated in
the youth, student, peace, and civil rights movements .and is
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comprised of women who have little interest in the workings of
the American political system:

The older (branch) is concerned with changes in public
policy, and the younger with personal changes.by
yal people. Consequently, the older utilizes the tradi-
tional political channels, as well as other means of active
public protest, while the younger emphasizes "changing
one's head" by work in small groups .... Participants in
the older branch were initially .older in age and/or work-
ing women, especially in the professions ....

The greatest similarity beNveen FreeMan's two branches is that
the majority of both groups 'are white, middle class, arid college
educated. This, she says, is an illustration of "relative depriva-
tion." During the course of the 20th century, middle class women
have become better educated. At the same time, a numberof so-
cial and industrial factors have shifted many women's roles 'and
values from the home to the work place. In the work place, these
women have found themselves thwarted in achieving the money,
promotions, and prestige awarded to men with the same qualifica-
tions. The inevitable results of this situation, according to Free-
man, are frustration, conflict, and strain.

Crises and Networks

"Social strain.does not create social movements; it only creates
the potential for movements," FreeMan contends. Even a crisis as
large as the Equal Employment OpportuMty Commission's refusal
to lake the sex provision of Title VII seriously could not have ig-
nited a social movement without other essential elements. Free-
man believes that the women's liberation movement emerged as
the result of (1) the growth of a preexisting comMunications net-
work which was co-optable, i.e., potentiey responsive to the
ideas of the new movement; (2) a series of crises that galvanized
the people involved in this network into action; and (3) a subse-
quent organizing effort to weld the spontaneous groups together
into a movement.

In her book, The Politics of Women's Liberation, Freeman
traces these elements through both the older and younger
branches of the women's movement. The State Commissions on
the Status of Women and the "radical community" acted as co-
optable communications networks for the older and younger
branches, respectively. While the older women were bridling
under the nonenforcement of the sex provision of Title VII, the
younger branch was being forced to realize through the insensi-
tivity of their fellow male radicals that, even in the radical commu-
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nity, "the only position for women was prone." These frustratiOns
brought forth organizers, who provided continuity if not formal
leadership.

Whatever thdr origins, social movenients do. not operate in a
vacuum. Thus, Dr. Freeman waS particularly interested in the in-
terrelationship Of the women's movement and PtibliC policy. Be-
cause "policy is. the means by which Government stimulates, re-
sponds to, and/or curtails social change," she.Says, "to -study
movements without studying policy is Iike studying4 coin without
turning it ever.' ,

0"When the women's liberation moVement emerged. in 1966 and
: 1967, tl. ere Was no national policy on the statiis of.womenf" Free-

man says. But by 1972, "a Federal policy of equal opportunity, if
not total equality; was clearly emerging in piecemeal fashion, and
the legal and administrative tools were being forged with which
feminist groups could viably work toward equal opportunity." As
examples, she cites. how the Office of Federal Contract Compli-
ance and the Department of Health,: 'Education, and Welfare have
been compelled by feminist pressure to investigate universities for
sex discrimination, and how the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission was similarly pressured into writing better guidelines
for the enforcement of Title VII. The battle to pass the Equal
Rights Amendment through Congress and the publitity surround-
ing it, Freeman says, brought together an increasingly wide range
of women. Through the ERA fight, thel movement gained contacts
in Congress. Wthat emeiged was a loosely structured network of
people in var*Oas Government agencies, feminist organizations,
and other priv te institutions, who had a personal and profession-
al commitment to improving the status of women. Together, the
participants for ed a "policy system" on . women's rights. The
reason this systeñ came together so quickly,. Freeman contends,
is that there were \a large number of "woodwork feminists" al-
ready in the Goverrimentthat is, a "co-optable network" and a
series of issues came together at the right time..

just as a social mo4ent affects policy, policy affects a move-
ment's political activities,. As Freeman points out, the ERA, around
which the women's mdvement rallied, existed long before the
current movement. In fa t, it had been brought up before every
U.S. Congress since 1923 Iefore it passed in 1970. The ERA battle
converted some nonfeminists and attracted many others to wom-
en's rights issues. Similarly;\ Executive Order 11375, by adding sex
discriminaton to the jurisdiOion of the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance in 1967, inspired a large number of discrimination
complaints against universities with Government contracts. Still,
Freeman says, because of limited resources and active resistance
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Changing Sex-Role Attitudes
Research by: Karen Oppenheim Mason

0 .

What has been the impact of the women's movement on.swom?
en's attitudes in this country? HaVe attitudes actually changed, at
all? According to a study by University of Michigan sociologist
Karen coppenheim Mason, in the yLlars between 1964 and 1974
women of all ages and from all walks of life throughout the coun-
try became measurably more liberal in their sex-role attitudes
in how they saw themselves in relation to men, marriage, child-
raising, and employment'. Among the many factors contributing to
the change in attitudes were post-World War ll improvements in
women's education and employment, the rising divorcc rate, and
an increased spirit of egalitarianism that surfaced in the sixties.
However, Dr. Mason found little evidence that the women's liber-
ation movement had a direct effect on this attitude change.

Mason and her colleagues John Czajka and Sara Arber drew
their conclusions from a comparison of five surveys made be-
tween 1964 and 1974. Using the five attitude surveys, Mason and
her research group were able to make three sets of comparisons
among women: white college graduates across the country, in
1964 and 1970; married white women living in southern towns and
cities in 1970 and 1973; and recently and presently employed
white women living in large northern metropolitan areas in 1970
and 1974. The following are examples about sex-role attitudes tak-
en from the survey:

A man cap make long-range plans for his life, but a woman
has to take things as they come,

A working mother can establish just as warm and secure a
relationship with her children as a mother who does
not work.
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fl 14 better for everyone involved if the man IS the achiever
o tside the home and the woman takes care of the'
h me and the family.

Men should share the work around the house with women,
WO as doing dishes, cleaning, and so forth. 4

A woman should have exactly the same job opportunities as 6
man. -

Mason and her colleagues found significant trends toward more,
liberal sex-role attitudes among all three groups. Even before
widespread media attention to the wiimen't Movement, college
graduates yvere more than likely to say that womeQas well as men
could make long-range plans and have careers atill that working
mothers cOuld have good relationships.,with their children, Al-
though a Majority of white southern women still supported the
traditional breadwinner-homemaker division of labor in 1973, they
too were changing Their outlook. "Especially noteworthy," say the
investigators, "'are the sikable majorities who, by 1973, endorled
equal rights in the labor -market and the idea thot it was either
morally ggeptable or pqchologically feasible for women to avoid
marriagiancl childbearing altogether.

Sex4otb, attitude change between 1970 and 1974 among north-
ern white woiking women was even greater than that observed
among 'southern married women. On items concerning working
mothers, division of household labor, women's aChievement out-
side the home, equal pay and job opportunity, and a woman's
right to keep her job while bearing children, both the married
and the once-married northern working women showed shifts
toward less traditional positions.

Reasons for Change

The investigators concluded that their findings from three such
dissimilar groups suggest "considerable and rather widespread
change in women's sex:role attitudes since the mid-1960's." To
probe some of the reasons for this change, they considered (such
factors as age, religion, employment, education, marital status,
number of children, husband's education and income, and region
of residence. Of these, educational attainment and employment
status were the best predictors of sex-role attitudes. Currently
employed women were usually more egalitarian in their ,views
than those who had worked in the past or neve worked.

Although better educated women on the whole had more liber-
al attitudes, little support was found for the idea that attitudes
changed faster among better educated and higher economic
status women. The winds of change, it seems, do not blow more
swiftly through fhe upper middle and upper classes. On the
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---wholerAmerican-women!s--attitudes_toward_their roleS at home
have become increasingly similar to the way they see themselves
in relation to employment, the investigators concluded.

In addition to assessing the change in sex-rple attitudes from
1964 to 1974, Mason's group tried to gauge the influence of the
women's movement by comparing the rate of change before and
after 1970the year they surmised most American women first
became aware of the movement. They found no clear evidence
that the rate of change toward more liberal attitudes accelerated
after 1970, and they are hesitant to say that the convergence of
attitudes toward family and employment roles is the result of the
'-women's movement. Whether the movement caused attitude
change or attitude change encouraged the movement, the investi-
gators have definitely found evidence of substantial change in
how a wide range of American women see themselves and their
roles.

Urban Women in Politics
Research by: David Greenstone

Jo Freeman demonstrated that women can enact political
change. That poliiics can change women is the subject of a study
underway in Chicago. Research by the National Opinion Research
Center (NORC) reveals that urban working-class women who be-
come active in militant civic organizations are more likely to un-
dergo change in politrcal and feminist attitudes than either mid-
dle-class women or 'working-class women' in more traditional civic
groups.

Sociologist Kathleen McCourt of the NORC staff had the initial
idea of investigating what attracts certain women to civic organiza-
tions and the personal and political impact of their participation.
Dr. McCourt, a professor of sociology at Loyola University, read
repeatedly in the professional literature that working-class women
had few interests outside the home. Yet she saw in the Chicago
newspapers and heard from her political contacts on Chicago's
Southwest side that working-class women were actively involved
in a number of local groups concerned with such issues as block-
busting, high property taxes, highways bisecting tkeir neighbor-
hoods, and air pollution from nearby factories.

Taking a personal. look into the matter, McCourt interviewed 40
working-class women to investigate motivations for their participa-
tion in these groups and how their political involvement affected
them personally. 13efore McCourt's study was completed, it came
to the attention of two senior researchers at NORC, Andrew Gree-
ley, director of the Center for the Study of American Pluralism,
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and J. David Greenstone, a political scientist and' senior study
Airector-DrtGreeley_ and Greenstone felt that McCourt's study,

which .used basically qualitative interview Methods, Should 'be
expanded on a statistical basis. With Greenstone as principal in-
vestigator and Greeley and McCourt as coinvestigators, they em-
barked on a project entitled "Politics and Families: Changing
Roles of Urban Women."

The larger study Seèks to examine not only the impact of civic
participation in genetal,biat the differences that result from partici-
pation in groups of differing ideologies. The sample of about 800
women and 400 of their husbands was reCruited from three large
community areas of ChiO'sof the white, working-class, largely
Catholic Southwest side; the white, wor dng-class, slightly more
religiously mixed Northwest side; and the middle- and upper
middle-class, heterogeneous Lakefront district. From among these
three communities, 25 neighborhood and civic organizations were
selectedfor investigation.

Three Kinds of Community Groups

Organizations were divided into three categories of "cosmopoli-
tan," "traditional," and "militant," according to the number of
controvers,ial issues in which they were involved, the scope of
their demands, the extent to which they used direct-action tactics
(such as sit-ins), and the frequency with which such tactics were
used.. The cosmopolitan groups were largely involved in broad-
scope, liberal issues; the traditional groups were largely involved
with protecting their existing neighborhoods ,and working, within
the Chicago Democratic political establishment; and the militant
groups were largely organized to protest specific neighborhood
issues and used direct-action tactics. The information used to cat-
egorize the organizations was obtained from their officers and
from field research by the investigators.

Politically active women and their husbands were recruited from
among officers, board members, and other active members of
these local political organizations. A control group consisted Of
couples who lived in the study neighborhoods but who had not
joined the organizations:

To find out what kinds of women engage in local political activi-
ty, both the politically active and inactive women were asked
about their background, political attitudes, political behavior, self-
image, division of household labor, and feelings about the best
life for a woman and opinions on the women's movement. Active
subjects were asked to describe their feelings and activities before
and after joining the organization. Control subjects were asked
how they felt and acted 5 years before and at the present.
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Political attitudes and behavior. -were measured by Such ques,____,
:dons as .".00 yOU 'feel city: hall is indifferent to your problems?"
"Have you ever actively campaigned. forany candidate for Office?"
"Halie you ever engaged in some fOrm of civil diSobedience such
as a sit-in, Or an illegal. picket?" Self-image indicators Were: degree
of satisfaction with one's general Ohysical appearance, ease in
conversation, ability to manage a household, ability to maintain a
good marriage, and ability io Understand politics.

How do husbands feel abo-ut politicallif active wives? To find'
out, each husband was interviewed -separately on how he felt
about his. *lies participation in the organization, whether he
thought their marriage was happier before or after She joined the
organization, areas of disagreement in, their marriage, and What
he felt was his wife's opinion on "woman'S place." Data froth this
part of the study, still being examined, have been termed a "gold
mine" by the investigatOrs because of the pOtential for expanded
analysis.

Three Patterns of Politici

To the investigators' satisfaction, patterns of political participa-
tion wete found to correspond to their three categories of organi-
zations. 'These, in turn, were' related to personal attitude changes
in the participants, most dramatically among the working-class
,women who became very active in their otganizations. Political
activity, regardless of ideOlogy, increased these women's self-es-
teem. It did more than just "get them out of the house"; it gave
them the feeling .that, by working together, they could produCe
change.

The mostly middle- and,upper middle-class women in the cos-
mopolitan groups, On the.other hand, appeared little changed by
their political participation. A high percentage of them hold
memberships in other community organizations, Political partici-
pation appears to come naturally to these women;..., Many of them
had politically active parenti. Cosmopolitan organizations, the
investigators conclude, are vehicles for increased political oppor-
tunity rather than agencies for decisive change in attitudes or
behavior of their members.

"Civic duty" is the reason most often given by women who
joined tradilional organizations. These women were least interest-
ed in national politics and had considerably less education than
the cosmopolitans, They had the 'most trust in their city govern-
ment and were the least likely to think that city hall was indiffer-
ent to their problems, However, despite their cultural identifica-
tion with the' ChicagO political establishment, a third of these
women do not believe their neighborhood is getting its fair share
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of city serVices. Thus, they band together, not beCause: they have
been ideologically convertetto proteit, bufbecause they, see the
'benefits of concerted attion 'for their neighborhoo4. The in-
Creased pOlitical activity of these wonien, says greenstime, appears
to be a "pure organizational effect," showing little than3e.in politia
cal attitudes.. However, this is not to'say that ,there have been no
personal effects. Women in traditional groups reported Increasdd
self-esteem and leelings of being closer to their, community and
neighbors since joining their organizations.

Women in militant organizations were found to be similar to the
Traditional women in that they ire largely working class, low in
other memberships, and not particularlyinterested in' national poll-
:tics. However, they differed greatly from the Traditional women. in
their alienation from local politics. The Militant women were high-
ist both in seeing city hall as indifferent to their problems and in
viewing their local alderman as indifferent. These woMen, the in-
vestigatois say, have banned together to flight for their local
causes because no one else will do it for them. In the process,
they appear to haVe been IdeolOgically converted by their organi-
zations in' political attitudes and tactics. This conversion has also
affected the most active of .them personally, in their feminist
perspectives and in increased feelings of competence and -self,
worth. If these women ever conformed to the'stereotype of the
home-bOund working.class wife, they certainly dontt now.

Beyond Sex Roles
Reseaich Sandra Lipsitz Beni'

No one knows the extent of the anxiety, guilt, and even anguish
that has resulted from both suppressing and expressing feelings
That fall outside accepted sex-role behavior in our culture. Whee6
men are conditioned to suppress feelings Of tenderness and
women are discouraged from thinking and acting independently,
there are bound to be individuals who feel they are living out
their lives'beneath a smothering blanket of conformity. Cdnverse.
ly, those who act out their feelings may feir they are lacking the
requisite norms of masculinity or feminity, or that, in displa ing
socially determined "cross-sex" behavior, they may be un
sciously homosexual.

"For years," says psychologist Sandra Lipsitz Bern, "American
society has considered masculinity to be the mark of the psy-
chologically healthy' male and feininity to be the mark of the
psychologically healthy female." Healthy men are assertive, tough,
and independent, while healthy women are supposed to be ten-
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der: and nurturant4'has been only slope the advent Of the feminist
'movement that anyone has spoken up for the oindMduat whose .

personality conibines elements of both masculinity and femininity:
Suth a person, Dr.- Bern says, "androgynous, a term she has °
brought into!usage in psychology. An..androgynous,iridiVidual,..as
defined by Bem, tan be "both assertive and tompassionate, in- ,

strumental and expiessive, and masculine and feminine, depend-
ing on the situation.". An androgynous indMdual, she continues,
can even "blend these complementary modalities into a single .

act; being able, for example, tO fire an employee if the circurn.
stances warrant it, but to do so with seniitivity to the human emo-
tion that such an act inevitably .produces.". .

Bern, in addition to being an advocate of a new standard of
psychological health for the sexes, is also a leader in empirical

. research on the concept Of psychological androgyny. Her research
project cornpared the behavior of "masculine"- men and "femi-
nine" womenwith androgynoin men and women.-To do this, she
had to devise a sex-role inventory that goes beyond the traditional'
mak-fernale classifications. The Bern Sex Role Inventory (BSRI),
'now being used by rnany other investigators, consists .of 60 per-
sonality characteristics: 20 traditionally rnasculine (e.g., self,re-
liant, assertive, independent); 20 traditionally feminine (.g. af-
fectionate, understanding, gentle); and 20 neutral (e.g., likable, e,

truthful, friendly). These characteristics appear in random .order
on the test, and a person indicates on a scale of one ("never or
almost never true") to seven (1.'always or almost alWays true") how
accurately each characteristic describes him- or herself.
-When the scale was originally designed, the difference between

the total points assigned to masculine and feminine adjectives was
used as the prime measure of sex typing. Thus, highly feminine
individuals were those with high feminine 'scores, highly mascu-
line individuals had high masculine scores, and androgynous indi-
viduals had approximately equal masculine and feminine scoivs.
However, subsequent research has convinced Bern that it may be
more appropriate to designate as androgynous only those indivi-
duals-who have high scorer; on both the masculinity and feminini-
ty seales. Accordingly, a person is now classified as masculine
(high masculine-lowk feminine), feminine (high feminine-low .mas-
culine), androgynous (high masculine-high feminine), or "undif-
ferentiated" (low masculine-low feminine).

Bern reports that she and her colleagues have 6iven the BSRI to
over 1,500 undergraduates at Stanford. Semester after semester,
about 50 percent of the students are found to adhere to "appro-
priate" sex roles, about 15 'percent are cross-sex typed, and about
35 percent are androgynous. Bern also used the BSRI for a num-
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ber of experiments designed to gatrge the effects of sex roles on
behavior. She predicted, that highly,masculine and highly feminine'
subjects mould display rigid and consistently sex-typed behavior
across situations, whereas -androgynous individuals would vary .
their behavior as the situation changed: They would, in effect,
express the "beit" traits of both men and women.

Caring but Not Conforming

Stanford University undergraduates who had previously com-
pleted the Bem inventory were observed interacting with a 6-
month old baby, alcitten, and an obviously lonely and troubled
student. The purpose of these experiments was to measure the
"feminine" behavior of nurturancehow responsive an individual
would be toward the cuddly and the helpless.

As Bern suspected, masculine men were the least likely to-play
with the kitten or thebaby or to be sympathetic in-listening to the.
problems of the lonely student. The feminine women responded

strongly. to the baby and the lonely student, but not toward the
kitten. Why they were not drawn to the soft, cuddly animal, Bern
isn't sure. Perhaps, she suggests, sex-typed women are .afraid .of
animals or find them unappealing for some reason.

The androgynous woman was as nurturant to the baby and.the
lonely student as the feminine woman, and more responsive than
anyone else to the kitten. The androgynous male proved to be -as
nurtuiant as the feminine male.

Bern and hei colIeagues next' 'set out to measure independ-
encea-stereotypically masculine .behavicir. Subjects,were asked

to give their opinions in the face' of djsagreement by others on
Whether certain cartoons were humcirous. Feminine individuals, of
both sexes were far' more likely to conform to the judgments of
others. Masculine men and women were much more independent
in stating their true opinions. But then, again, so were androgy-
nous men and women.

Losing Money To Avoid Cross-Six Behavior

In another series of experiments, Bern and her co-investigators
sought to find whethe#rsex-typed people actually shun cross-sex
behavior. Subjects were given 30 pairs of activities and asked to
select one from each pair to perform before a camera. Tfley were

told what they would be paid for each activity.
'Some of the activity pairs were Masculine versus feminine (oil-

ing a hinge or preparing a bain bottle); some were feminine ver-
sus neutral (winding yarn into a ball or sorting newspapers by

geological area); and some were masculine versus neutral (nailing
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boards tOgeilter.:er pc g an orange). the promised payment
was alievayViftlISP for performing the cross-sex or less Stereotyped
activity.' :

Again, maticilline men and feminine women were the Most lim-
ited in theii' choices. "SuCh individuals," Bern says, !!were:zctually
ready to lose'mOney to avoid aCting in trivial ways That are chaTac- .

teristic of the opposite sex." This was especially the case . when
the person running the experiment was of the other sex.

To see' whit would happen if .sex-typed individuals had to carry
out opposite-sex activities, the investigatois asked ail the students
to perform three masculine, three feminine, and three neutral ac-
tivities while being photographed. 'Afterward, subjects completed
questionnaires indicating how these activities made them feel
about themselves.

"Masculine men and feminine women felt much worse than
.androgyriouS people about doing a cross-sex task," Bem says.
"Traditional men felt less masculine if they. had to, say, prepare a
baby bottle; and traditional women feltless feMinine if they had
to nail boards together." When the experithenter was of the op-
posite sex, these students said that cross-sex tasks made them .feel
more nervous and peculiar and less attractive and likable.

With only a feW exceptions, Bem contends;her results suggest
that traditional sex typing does restrict behaviorthat narrowly
defined masculinity may inhibit expression of tenderness' and car-
ing, and that rigid femininity may hinder independence. To deal
effectively with the diversity of situations that adults of both sexes
are likely to face,. Bern asserts.that an individual is better off being
androgynous. She suggests that future research concentrate on....
applying her sex-role concepts in real life as well ,as laboratory sit-
uations, and that we "begin to find out how to facilitate greater
androgyny both in children and adults."

Male and Female Power
Research by: Peggy Reeves Sanday

Which best describes the relationship between the sexes in
Western culturethe Declaration of Independence ("all men
(humans) are created equal") or Genesis ("She shall be called
Woman because she was taken out of Man")? According to Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania anthropologist Peggy Reeves Sanday, the
answer is Genesis, the story of our creation.

"Origin stories," Dr. Sanday says, "are part of a multipiex, cul-
turally shared fantasy structure which communicates certain basic
messages about expected behavior between males and females."
After examining origin myths for 39 preliterate societies, Sanday



developed, a number of, theoretkal concePts which she sayS4o
beyond the usual crosscultural, explanationt of women's status.
"By dipping into the symbolic. arena 'And into thought and belief
aboUt reproductive processes, .1, have .found that, 'to understand
the position of women in society, one must go far beyond ;the
narrow constrictions of sex roleg."

The initial intent of Sanday's research was to emPirically test her
theories on the nature of female statUs and the relationship ,be-
tween female power, authority, and prestige in the public and
domestic domains. She proposed a cultural model in which such
conditions as warfare and male absenCe 'increase female Participa-
tion in subsistence activities which, in turn, increase female.
status. Sanday expected that female statas would be found to be
the highest where there Was a balanced division of labor by sex.
She also expected to see differences in the quality of human rela-
tionships in different cultures.

For her study, Sanday obtained information on the dOmestic,
political, and economic domains of 61 preliteiate societies, using
the Human Relations. Area Files, which contain descriptions 'of
societies from around the world, and--the journal Ethnolivy.

Although Sanday's investigation provided support for' her origi-
nal model, it became apparent early in the course of research that
an important source of female power lay in neither the public nor
domestic domain. This source, Sanday says, was in the area of
symbolism, thought, and belief about reproductive processes,
part of what she calls the "symbolic realm qf the psyche." To get
further information on this subject, Sanday 'turned to creation
mythsthe stories.primitive people make:up to explain..how they.
got here and why men are men and women are women. She was
able to find origin myths for 39 of her sample societies.

Power and Symbolism

As an example of how origin myths relate to the status of the
sexes, Sanday cites the Island of Bali, where men and women are
equal both in myths of creation and in everyday life. According td
one Balinese legend, the "original couple" came out of a coconut
blossom together. Sanday finds, "This couple and those like them
are usually male and female twins, which appear to be a union of
the eternal male and female principles more than they are specific
persons. The union of the male and female principles is of great
importance in the religion around which all Balinese life re-
volves."

As specific examples of behavior related to symbolism, Sanday
cites cultures where the sexual division of labor in such activities
as food production is the same as in their creation stories.
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: .
"Where females a e unimportant in creation, 'they contribUte less
to the food supply nd are segregated ficim males in their labor,"
She also finds that, when maternity and the maie/female unit are
featured in creation stories, fathering is emphasized in the cul-
ture's behavior. San y believes that symbolism both influences
and reflects behavior.

Psychic Matriarchies nd Fear of Women

The early predominan e of female symbols in old world art and
archeology as well as in the early creation stories led many 19th
and 20th century scholars to conclude that there must have been
ancient matriarchal socie jes where men were subjugated hy
women in a classic reversa lof patriarchy. Sanday says that she has
found societies in her pre ent study in which matriarChy exists,
but in the form of psychic Power, not in the sense of a mirror
image of patriarchy. She fin s this psychic power to bp the high-
est where women are socia y the most subjugated. The core of
Sanday's argument is:

... Female power is alw ys present, but not where we
look for it: In societies where females are excluded
from The public domain it was discovered that they
have enormous power in the domain of the
psyche ....The degree of this power is manifest in the
intense fear of women. It this fear which leads ,to the
development of a male col ective as a counterbalancing
force. It is this fear that ca ses women to be excluded
from all male activities..ix) king at this situation from
the point of view of behavi ir alone would lead one to
say that women are compl tely subjugatedwhen in
fact the more appropriate w y to look at it would be to
concentrate on what drives males to °segregate them-
selves so rigidly from women

This theory will be elaborated t length in Sanday's planned
book, Male Vs. Female: The Origi p and Consequences of Sexual
Inequality. "For whatever reason," khe says, "if, because segrega-
tion breeds fear and the establish ent of independent control
spheres or whatever, there is also very strong relationship be-
tween fear and who controls first reationiL. In societies ..whexe_
women are feared and disliked, th y are unimportant in origin
myths.

Sanday contrasts fearful-male/subj gated-female cultures with
those, such as the Iroquois, where w men have social and politi-
cal power which.they.delegaleto.-m n-;--"Yrionlrn-tion't seem to

subjugate men," S day says. She argues that
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Freud's theory of explaining women's behavior as the result of
penis envy does not apply to the primitive societies she has.stud-
led. Rather, it is fear of Ole powers men believe are inherent in
women and must be acquired by men that drives them to subju-
gate women. Through continuing research, Sanday is defining
these female powers and the fear they hold for men in different
cultures.

,

This fear, she ,concludes, must be considered when looking at
the status of men and women in various cultures. By broadening
the meaning of female power to include the symbolic and the
psychic, Sanday believes that her work has added to the under-
standing of sex-related behaviors.

Recognizing the Value of One's Work
Research by: Lawrence Messé and
Charlene Callahan-Levy

Do women tend to devalue the worth of their work? Do they,
apply different standards to rewarding their own work and that of
others? These are the questions being asked by Michigan State
University psychologists Lawrence Messé and Charlene Callahan-
Levy. Even in this "new" sOciety of increased sexual equality, it
seems some old attitudes remain. Past experiments have shown
that, when women are asked to decide how much to pay them-
selves and another person doing the same job, they pay them-
selves less. Fallowing up on this finding, Messé and Callahan-Levy
designed experiment.to test-several popular explanations of .why
women tend to "short change" themselves in pay situations.

One theory tested is that women know what is fair pay for a
particular job but are unable to apply this standard to themselves,
i.e., women feel that the idea bf just, rewards is appropriate for
judging the pay of others but inappropriate for judging their own
pay. Subjects for this experiment were men and women recruited
from the Michigan State undergraduate student body. The job the
subjects were asked to perform for pay was an opinion question-
naire requiring a number of short essays on campus-related is-
sues. After completing the questionnaire, some subjects were giv-
en $6 in bills and change and asked to pay themselves for their
work. Others were given the $6 and told to decide payment for
another subject who had also completed the questionnaire.

As in earlier experiments, women paid themselves less than did
men. They also paid themselves less than men and women paid
other women. Differences were substantial: average self-pay for
women, $2.97; average self-pay for men, $4.06; women paid by
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others; $4.37. However, both men and women 'paid themselves
more than they reported was "fair" for.the job. .

The investigators also found that men and women- evaluated
their -own peformances on the questionnaire about equally and
better than the expected perfOrmances of others. Women's lower
payment to themselves, therefore, was not based entirely on their
evaluation of their own ability. Rather, women seem to see less
connection between their work (even when it is superior work)
and pay. tvlessé 'and Callahan-Levy postulate that one reason
women appeared more generous to others in this experimental
situation is their relative indifference to receiving money for their-
work.

The finding that men as well as women pay women more than
men suggests to the investigators that "the notion of being 'kind-
er' to women is congruent with the passive, dependent aspect of
the traditional female sex role. Thus, if females are persons to-
ward whom others are nurturant and protective, there- is no need
for them to be-.concerned with acquiring a reasonable amount of
money for ':heir w'ork." Others will take care of that for them.

What Qthers Think

The second experiment examined the theory that women do
not reward themselves fairly because they are concerned about
the reactions of others and about the standard of equality (rather
than equity). Women are traditionally the accommodators in our
society, this theory says. Even when they know they, deserve a
larger share of a reward, they hesitate to take it because they are
unsure that their coworker would agree that they deserve more.

. They opt for the even rather than the fair disposition of reward.
Subjects were paired with an unseen (actually fictitious) partner

on a proofreading task and then asked to divide the money the
partners had earned. Before making this division, some of the
subjects were given bogus notes from their "partner" suggesting
how the money be divided. They were also told that they had
done better on the task than their partner.

Again, women were more generous than men to their partners,
and both men and women were more generous to female part-
ners. Women tended to comply with a request for a particular di-
vision of earnings, but only when the message was sent by a male
partner. Messe and Callahan-Levy discuss three possible explana-
tions for this finding:, Women are kinder to other women, taking
more when told to by a male but not a female coworker; females
lack confidence in the "man's world" of pay distribution and thus
defer to male judgment; and women are more concerned with
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the Image they present to a,. male',coworker than to a female co.
. worker.,All three of these explanatiOns are seen as possibilities.

The investigators conclude that their findlivs point the way to a
number of potentiall- fruitful field studies of, women- in the work
force. If women knov what is fair pay for their work and yet fbel
they cannot ask for it because they are overlif, concerned with
w!lat others mill think of them, their difficultien achieving equal
pay for equal work lie wi in themselves and riodt juit within the
male-dominated labor syste . By depending on the "kindness" of
their employers and not on tandards of fairness, womensdisadvan-
tage themselves both psychologically and economically.
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The five projects gr011 d in -this chapter represent two new
- theMes in research n woñien workers. One theme ,is the shift in

attention from profes lonalto blew...collar workers; the second is
, the dual roles of wom n in' the spheres of workat home 'and out- ,

side the home. \ \ ,

..
,

,

In the fifties and, sixtiestperhaps because theY were such a rarity,
women doctors, lawyera, and prde-ssors were a frequent topic of
research. When researchers spoke of the "dual-career family," the
careers were .usually both professional. In these studies, the prob-
lems that concerned the wbm'en professionalstwho were wives and

, 'mothers were chiefly those of the upper middle classwhere to
get a full-titne housekeeper and how to avoid feeling guilty about
leaving the children When there was no economic necessity to
work. .

. Then, sometime in the last few .yea\s, researchers looked .around
and discovered that there was a need to investigate the majority of
working women, who were not. professionals. There Was also a need
'to e amine the meaning of workpaid employment and house-
work for women of all classes. ..

Up to this point, the existence of women in working-class 'jobs
was acknowledged; they were just not recognized as the ,subjects of
resear4 It was taken for granted that bi e-dollar winuen's only
MotivatTn for working was financial. They ere seen as working at
boring, rpetitive factory jobs because they ,ad to. When financial
circumstt1nces allowed them to stop working,\ they went honfe and o'

\became h usewiveS again.
,

As Wals ok and Lamphere have discovered, working-class women
are far nto0 complex individuals than that. They work at various
jobs for various reasons, and they have evolved' definite lifestyles to
deal with eCOnomic hardship, dual roles, and their dreams for the
future. Walshok and Lamphere's research sheds considerable.new
light on women in working-class jobs and, taken in conjunctionWith
Rubin's research in chapter 3, on working-class life as a whole.

4 0
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The sedond, theme relletted ii the.studieS ill'thia,chapter is that
. .

women, whether they Work Outside-The home br not, are still 'the
primary housekeepers and childr sers in this society. As the Berk
study clearly indicates, if the wo en's_movement has generated a
.new egalitarian familyimodel, it isn evident yet in Indiana. As eco-
nomic coQditimis increasingly ncake it necessary for bOth husbands
and Wives to hold down paying jobs, the .issue of. "two full.-time
jobs" for working Wives has become a matter of concern. How
women cope with the toles of ,wife, mother,, and worker (Lamphere,'
Waishok) and how they feel about these roles (Berk, ,Hatienitein)
are subjects relevant to this concern.

One reason most women .sietn' to accept an ungven distribution of
household labor is found k a survey of historical attitudes toward
women workers (Wertz). Since American society, has traditionally
regarded married women who -work ai deviant, it is..notipiising.
that, even 'today, they feel a strong obligatien to do as wefi in their
tradponal family duties as in their paid jobs, since hi:me is Where.
they,feel they should be in the first place. .And, as Hauenstein foundc
in her study, the major difference in attitudes'between housevitives'
and Working wives is that working wives appear less satisfied with
the amountof time they can spend with their children and their
housekeeping. The mental health iMplications of these role conflicts

/are obvious.,

Doing Men's Work
Research by: Mary Lindenstein Walshok

Why does a Woman with`6 years' secretarial experience want
to become a forklift operatcn'?\For basically 'the same reason a
man would, says California sodologist Mary tindenstein Wal-
shokgood pay, challenging work, sand the chance to learn a new
trade. Dr. Walshok found that even' a "Doris Day type" with rela,
tively traditional sex-role attitudes and no prior mechanical inter-
est is likely, to take the "male" job if given iel)tportunity. This
finding, she says, has important implications for b ering employ-
ment policies and occupational training programs fO-1-5lue-collar
women.

Dr. Walshok and her University of California-San Diego
search team are conducting a 2-year study of 90 women starting out
in nontraditional female occupations, such as auto mechanic,
plum6e,r, and welder. They are comparing the attitudes, aspira-
tions, and motivations of these women with 30 others emPloyed in
traditional jobs, such as beautician or small-parts assemblers. In-
depth, open-ended interviews with these women explored early
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Childhood experiences .and social background, jub historic* Ca!
reef values, 'and work expectations. .Ultimately,- the researchers
hope to pinPoint the attitudes 'and experiences that difie&ntiate
women in nontraditional working-claSs jobs from those in tradi-
tional jobs These include hoW these women' developed their
.eniployment interests and commitments, what paid employment
means to them, and how they relate employment With their other
family:and community roles:

Dispaling Myths
Although Walshok's study' is not .yet completed, her findings

have, already disproVed several popular misconceptions about
wonien employed in Working-class jobs. The first is that these
wamen work only because of financial need. ,

Most of Walshok's sUbjects expected to work when.they grew
up, regardless of economic, necessity, marriage, dr children. *fhat
is, they took for granted their future role as worker as much as
Wife and mother. As one woman said, would not be happy un-
less. I Was working. Mentally happy: The good life for me right
now would be With the man right now that I care the most about
in the world ... with my children, working. I haVe,to work. I want
to work to be happy,"

The reasons' her subjects feel, this way, says Walshok, are two-
fold. First, many of their mothers worked while they were grow-
ing up, and they themselves were employed', often by the age of
14, earning money ,for personal and family expenses. While their
classmates were inyolved in high school clubs and other extracur-
ricular activities, these young women's interests and social activi-
ties were centered on afterschool jobs. Work became part of their
personal identity.

Two Other ,popular' bromides about working-class women and
their jobs are: (1) These women are content with boring, repeti-
tiVe Work; and (2) Only white-collar jobs are complex, interesting;
or challenging. Neitlier of these notions held up under Walshok's
research. Women dislike boring work as much as men do, she
found. Furthermore, they are able to find challenge and interest
in Odlled blue-collar jobs(bne woman training in appliance repair
exPlained why she had chosen her'field:

Right now, I really want to get into something that Os)
interesting to me. Waitressing is not in a way bad, but it
is dull, you know, it's the same old stuff, ... and this is
why I decided I yvanted training in appliance repair. I

had, been thinking about some kind of trade I could get
in, and this seemed like it was the most
interesting ... It's just not something you automatically
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do. You think it over and figure it ou4 and this is the
kind of work,i want to get into betause I think enjoy'
it Moro than just more routine, routin ut it into a
slot and turn it over and stampitthat s rt of thing.

"Where Else Am I GOing to Make This Kind of Money?"

The above statement was made by a woman groundskiieper,
but it reflects the opinion of many of. Waishok's subjects'. Eco-
nomic concerns do play a large part in where these women
choose to work. "This is not surprising," Walshok says, "since
half_ of the women we have interviewed thus far are single or di-
vorced heads of households. Nearly half are minority women who
have either gradually moved frOm Menial to skilled labor over
time, or are women who are suffering, along with their husbands,
the. especially' irregular employment of minority workers, in pe-
riods of high unemployment."

Money is obviodsly a means of survival for these women, Wal-
shok says. It is also a means of allowing them to feel that they are
independentindependent from' men, in particular. Walshok be-
lieves that the feelings of a number of women are summarized in
the following statement by one married woman:

Well, the pluses (of employment) are, I've never been
good for asking my husband foe anything. I don't want
to have to ask anybody for anything. And I don't have
to say, "Well, honey, can I have this or can I spend
that?" Even though what I'm making now isn't that
much more, I feel a lot morelindependent.

Not Just foi. the Money

Other motives for working frequently expressed by both tradi..
tional and nontraditional workers were a desire to "get out and'
do something" and the need to have outside communication and
friendship with adults. As one subject put it, "You get to talk to
people. (At) home, all your problems you keep to yourself and
yob see four walls and do the same things, wash, clean, do the
dishes, cook ...." Another, said, "I have to get out of the house
because I just get stir crazy after about 12 hours." Even women
with preschool children stressed the need to get out. "I love my
kid, but ..." was a frequent refrain.

Two "pluses" of working, most often mentioned by women in
nontraditional jobs, were "it keeps you in shape" and "it offers
you a chance to get ahead." Walshok's subjects delighted in tell-
ing her how much hard work their jobs involved. "You don't find
too many women in shipfitting," a female shipfitter said. "I'm
always a hard worker. I don't like to brag, but I like hard work."
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Coupled with the desire for mental and .p4sical challenge is
the idea that challenges sOrmounted are accomplishMents:Seeing
something you 'fixed run, getting a merit raise becoming a super-'
visor-A-these iire 'solid accomplishments in ;fhich a woman can
take pride, Wali,S0 re0orts, especially when her previous lob was
ai a 1Naitress Or iasseMblY 'line worker. While sociologists may
debate whether moving from secretary to bricklayer is '.upward"
ar "downward" -mobility,. Walihok Says the ificreased..pay and
autonomy of <bricklaying has many of her subjeCts convinced that
it is a step-up.

One older woman who- was entering a blue-collar trade said,
"Doing it *made me feel good about myself. Being able to learn it,
and even to some degree occel in certain areas of it, made me
feel really good and confirmed some things that maybe I only
vaguely thought. I always thought that maybe women could do all..
these things, and I always thought I Could,..but you have to prove
things to yourself sometimes and this helped me prove it."

Walshok suggests that the working-class and low-income wom-
en she has interviewed do not have the time or money necessary
for the middle-Mass pursuits of home decorating, gourmet cook-
ing, craft claSses, or. volunteer involvement. Their social lives are
centered on the family rather than extending to the community.
Whereas middle- and upper middle-class women may turn to a
variety of indMdual and community activities to find challenges
and achieve perSonal growth, blue-collar women are more likely
to look to paid employment for both economic and personal re-
wards.

But Will It Last?

Walshok acknowledges that some of her subjects' enthusiasm
and satisfaction with their new-found "men's jobs" may be be-
cause they are pioneers and groundbreakers. Although her mar.
ried subjects currently, express little role conflict, she wonders
whether this will change over time. Many describe their husbands
is ambivalent or nonsupportive and some of their male coworkers
as downright hostile to their new careers. Most report that they
carry the full burden of household tasks in addition to their physi-
cal labors on the job. One'woman whose shipfitting job starts at 7
a.m., describes what she does when sh gets home from work on
a normal day.

I would take a shower right away and start into the
kitchen. Start making dinner. She (points to daughter)
would start something for us, and then I would help
her finish making, or sometimes she would come in a
little bit late from' school and I'd have to start making

-
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hot tortillas and make Our dinner for our family. Then
I'd put a load in the washing machine, or do the bath.
'rooms, or dO something in the house, because yOu
never have time tO sit down. I'd sit down about 8:3(6.'
9:00, exhausted, then I'd take another sholer. and go
to bed.

.0-
Perhaps when and if the nOvelty of,their new jobs wears'off.and

their hardships continue these women will eventually be singing
the "blue-collar blues" along with.their male counterparts. Some
may even return to traditional women's jobs.

On the other hand, Walshok.- says, continued support for
women's access to nontraditional- job oppOrtunities by govern-

,.

Ment and industry.will undoubtedly increase the number of wom-
en in these jobs. The 1970 census shows a dramatic 'shift in the
number of women in previously "all male" skilled .trades. Most
receht' itirveys.shoW that this trend' is' incriairig.

In the second year of her study, k! addition to following up her
subjects in their jobs, Waishok is evaluating the relative effective-
ness of various types of on-the-job andvccational training eniti-
ronments in facilitating the movement of Ikcmien *into nontradi-
tional fields. Given women's decreasing satisfaction in traditional
homemaking roles coupled with the rising cOst of living.; Dr. Wal-
shok sees a definite need for jobs to, be restructured to meet the
financial and emotional needs of both men and women.

Coping Strategies of Ethnic Working Women
Research by: LouiSe Lamphere

At first sight, the room seems chaoticfilled with sewing ma-
chines all rapidly Whirring aWay, chutes of cut and partially sewn
gamients, and between 200 and 300 women. However, there is
order in the chaos. Work comes,down from the cutting rooM in

°large wooden trolleys. At'the machines, women put trim on the
sleeves of girls' dresses, attach collars or neck bindings, and sew
shoulder seams together. As,the work progresses toward the front
of the department, labels are sewed at the back of the neck, and
the tops and bottoms of the dresses are joined. Finally, at ma-
chines on the other side of the center aisle, the garments are
hemmed, pressed, and folded and pinned or put on hangers.
From here, the garments are taken off the floor, presumably to be
packed and sent to the distribution center.

University of New Mexico social anthropologist Louise Lam-
phere spent 9 weeks in the Rhode island apparel factory she de-
scribes here, During breaks from her job a a sleeve setter, she
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iiiked. With arikUbbsenied 'her: fell* workers, Wtinien.- Of-
tOguase,,Polishi French" Catiadiail, 'and..other ethoietoClcgroOds;.
What Lamphere .and her Center fOt Policy ReSearCh project:team
learned on the job andfrom.interViewS with Other WoricitIg'worn..
en ahd.their farnilies*has convinced them that wOrking-class worn-
en are far from the pasilve and acceriting laborers pictured in, the
sociOlogical literature of the: fifties and sixties. They .:.are active
strategists who exert considerable energy in 'making the. best of a,

- life that involveS juggling the roles. of wife, mother, and wotker.
Ethnic ties and netwoOks of family, friends; and: neighbors help
these women cope with their many toles.

"Not Anybody Can Do This Work"

.At the factory, the coping strategy has to do with fighting the
system, in this case, the piece-rate system., Piece rates for/ each
operation on each garment are figured through iComplkated se-
ries of calculations. The "girls," some of whom :have wcirked at the
lactory for 20 years,- are guaranteed the minimum Nage but can ts

earn more if they complete enough riieces. This syStem, Lam-
phere found, produces inevitable pressures and conflicts

"Not anybody can dO this worksewing," Lamphere's sewing
instructor, a young Portuguese mother, told her. Several of her"
Coworkers commented that they are doing skilled labor for lovii
pay. "They also know," Lamphere says, "that theY are :constantly
in danger of earning lest on the piece,rate system because the
quality of Someone else's work filay slow them down or make
them have to do their work Ovet; the differences in rates
nvy . make it difficult to maintain their piece work'average over
the week; the rate may. be low on a (difficult) style; and, during a
Slow part of the season, a girl may be taken off her job and .put
on another for the minimum wage."

These workers deal with the exigencies' of the piece-raie system
in several ways. If a mistake is not a worker's fault or she is being
treated unfaiily by the floorlady (supervisor), other woinen- ar
quick to come to her defense to save her from .having to do the
job again and lose money. Still, conflicts arise When the quality of
someone's work affects another. "There's a tremendous tension,"
Lamphere says, "between 'just letting it (a substandatd job)
through' and calling the floorlady to have the girl do the work
over.'

In addition, Lamphere reports, "a" number of informal work'.
tules have evolved, through which seWers attempt to spread the
work evenly to make sure that they are only doing their job, rath-
er than someone else's job for which they are not paid Third,
workers will clearly fight against piece rates _that they feel have
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been set too-low ," thw union has an Important r
guaranteeing individual jobs and in'working for better pay."

Frjendship on.the Job

Less formal coping strategies derive from the grou'ps formed\at
,breaks, lunch, and 'for carpooling. These friendships, Lanipha0
found,'were largely formed along edink and age4lines. "'They ate
important vehicles.," she says,, "for passing information about
what is happening at work, as well as providing a collection of
those who share information about family life, strategies for deal-
ing with social services, gossip, and even sexual joking,"
'< Despite the existence of these ethnic social groupings, Lam-
phere leels that the nattire of the work plays an equally strong
part iri'deterMining informal relationships. She says, "One is like-
ly to talk,to those of the same ethnic background anct/or, age who
work in the .next line of machines or in front or in back of one's
own (machine) . If a girl is moved to anotherdepartment, laid
off, temporarily transferred, or quits . : . those job-related ties are
broken 'and probably not'reactivated outside the work. place,." The
individualizing character of piecework in a large, conglomerate-
owned factory, Lamphere discovered, mikes for tenuous work
friendships.

.Family Strategies.

Lengthy interviews have been held with 18 Portuguese and Co-
lombian families* to investigate coping methods used outside the
factory. Eventually 30 to 40 Portuguese, Colombian, POlish, and
French Canadian families will be interviewed. The first families
interviewed arrived from Colombia and the PortugUese Azores
within the last 10 years. Their immigration and their decision to
have the wife work, Lamphere says, are part of a depnite "family
strategy" for coping with life in the United States. As one Azorean
woman put it, "There (in the Azores), we are raised as poor peo-
ple. We immigrate for this reason: because we have the need, to
improve our standard of living." To do this, both spouses must
Work, especially since the husband's job here is most often low
paying, beset with seasonal layoffs, and offeri the possibility of a
disabling accident.

Most of the Women in this study et))ected to work when they
reached this country, just as Mary WalshOk's subjects expected to
work when they grew up. How else, stressed one Azorean hus-
band, could the family pay off the, loans they took (At to immi-

'Interviewers are Carlos Pato, Aida RedondO, Richardo Anzaldua, Rebecca
Mathews, and Ellomena Silva.,
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---- grate. Many of the Colombian women held urban jobs befOri.,,.
immigiations.Tbe. Atorean women, hoWever, are mo4tly .09m rura.
areas and have hadIel'aclapt..totheirneW urban workins-class po-
iltion. .

HoW do these women feel about their jobs heief bbirretetit-.,,--
Aik)rean immigrant said about her job in a jewelry factory, "I
Flonl tl,iskike it; I never, had am:Aber job.. I don't knowif it is good

;

or not,because ,l have .not another." However ,. she does prefer
,'this,job to the "heavy,.hoe-in-hancr field work she did back in
.the,.Aiores. Other subjects definitely do not like their factory ,

Obi, "But the salary is good, you know," said one, who earns $3
an hour, more than many minimumrwage employees in the'area.
"TO find another job that pays well is difficult 'And if one finds it,
it wilL, be with more work to do. And I would also have to make
new friends."

In -five of the families.interviewed,, the children-were below the
ages of 7 or 8. In these families, .the paren:s tried to work .differ-
ent shifts at their jobs. Sometimes they were able to get a relative,
neighbor, Or friend of 'the %same ethnic background to babysit.
When asked-why they prefelt to use only close female relatives as
sitters, one mother explained, "We -Colombians understand each
other."

.Even with the strategies of working different shifts and using
friends and relatives to babysit mothers spoke of the difficulties
of child care arrangements. "It is very difficylt with two children,
and the mother is the best person to take Care of them," said
one, who was expecting her second child. After the child arrives,
she would like to work only 5 hburs a day so that she could be at
home when her husband goes to work.

None of the women interviewed so far uses child care centers.
There are only two in the area, Lamphere says, and their costs are
prohibitive for families where the women earn $2.30 to $3.50 an
hour and the men $3.50 to $5.50 an hour.

Although the husbands in hoth the Azorean and Colombian
families stay with the children while their wives are at work and
take their wives shopping, the interviewers found that these hus-
bands take little responsibility for cooking, feeding, and dressing
the children or cleaning the house. The wives have a heavy bur-
den. "Here there is no one to help me," said one. "Eight hours of
working and then I have to come here to cook, to wash, to clean
up, and who helps me? Nobody." In Colombia, where this wom-
an also worked (when she was single and childless), her aunt
helped with the household chores.

Interviewers are continuing to visit Portuguese and Colombian
families to see if there are interethnic differences 'in how these
groups deal with division of household labor and use of family-
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and-friend networks: Other interviews with french Canadian and
Polish working-class families are planned to explore similaritiet
and differences of second- and third-generation immigrants in
their coping strategies. Historical investigation in the area of
Rhode Island Where these four groups live is also being undertak-
en to understand how economic trends, work patterns, and eth-
nic concentrations have affected life for th6tworking dass. A sur-
Vey, of area social services, Including health; welfare, community;

d church programs, will examine how theY relate to the needs
these families. The information amassed by the end of this 3-

year study, the investigators hope, can be used by policymakers
to help working-class women maintain their combined job and
family obligations with less hardshiP and stress. ,

Housework, the LabOrof Love
Research by: Richard Berk, Sarah Berk, and.
Catherine Berheide `

Traditionally, When historians, economists, .sociologists, and
other social scientists have embarked on the.study of work, they
have turned to the factory, the office, the' marketplace--:anywhere
but the home. Only recently have researchers come to regaid
household labor as a legitimate field of investigation. "And it's
about tiMe," say sociologists Richard Berk,- Sarah Berk, and Cath-
erineBerheide. "Housewife is without a doubt the most common
'occupation' in the United States .... By ignoring it, we have
missed a time-consuming and necessary activity occurring daily
throughout our society and have uncritically accepted the stereo-
typed ways in which it is conventionally understood .... If the
psychological well,being of working males is related to the quality
of their work environment, why not the same concern for women
who labor in their homes?"

Most household work in the American gamily is still done by the
wife, even when she is also employed outside the home, the in-
vestigators have found. Husbands and children Contribute some-
what to hoUsekeeping but do not significantly reduce the propor-
tion of work done by the wife. Wives, for the most part, tend to
accept their lot and see household work as an unavoidable but
necessary part of their lives.

Just what does a housewife do all day? The Berks-Berheide
study is an empirical examination into the nature of household
work. Major topics of investigation include the content of house-
hold work, the division of household labor, the wife's reaction to
household work, and the consequences of different work environ-



ments for houiehold workers and their'families The pilot study ,.

for this project -took place 'largely in Evanston, and invOlved
40-minute telephone interviews with 309 Wives, p rticipant obser-
vaiion of household -work in 40 homes, and 24-h ur diaries kept
by 118 women. This study laid the groundwork f r a future na-
tional survey Gn hciusework.'

pf the 309 women interviewed in the Evanston tudy, almost
two-thirds had at least one child living at home. ese women
ranged in age from 21 'to 84;_ most of them lived in he suburbs.
Roughly 40 percent were emploied full. time and an ther 20 per-
cent part time.

AS a usable definition of household work, the inve igators set-
tled on.,"any productive household activities associat d ,with ei-
ther home maintenance or family maintenance." One ethod of
describing the content of household work was to sho the fre-
quen0 of certain tasks': The diary respondents said th t 65 per-
cent of the recorded tasks would be repeated the folio ing day.
Many noted that such a repetition gave their household iutinçs a
feeling of "neverendingness." One Woman' said, "I ne er make
progress. I have to work so hard to keep even."

"Heir With the Housework

Has the current concern about 'changing sex roles been reflect-
ed in the division of household labor within the family? Prelimi-
nary findings suggest this is not the case. Even mong younger
Evanston couples surveyed, the wife said that sh does most of
the household work. Wives reported that they di 86 per ent of
the kitchen cleaning, 92 percent of the laundry tastçs, 88 ercent
of the meal preparation, 89 percent of the straighte n tasks, 74
percent of the outside errands, and .76 percent of çhe "other"
household tasks. Even the stereotypically husbandly d iesiof tak-
ing out the trash and paying household bills were gene'ally done
by wiveS (60 and 62 percent, respectively). As the inv stigators
suspected', what husbands and children contribute to housework
is "help." Responsibility remains with the wife, and, as this study
showed, 'The managerial function is real work."

Contrary to some economic family models, married women
employed outside the home were not found to do a significantly
smaller proportion of household work. This finding, the investiga-
tors say, suppoils the idea that married working women actually
have two full-time careers, one outside and one inside the home.

The presence of preschool children in the home appeared to
have no effect on the division of labor between the parents. The
investigators were at first surprised by this finding but now con-
dude that it is probably the content of the work and not its divi:
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sionlhat is,affected by the nUmber and ages of Childrenat 'Kline.
Women with Small children at home just work harder.

Less surprising was the finding that wives with domestic, help do
less household 'Work relative to their husbands. Aiso, the more
the husband earns, the -less houseworllis wife does. Yet, hus-
bands in more prestigious occupation uch as doctor or lawyer
were married to women who did Tore of the household work.
This seeming contradiction between the economic *variable (earn-
ings) and the social variable (occupation), the investigators say,
implies that "social clasi" is an ambiguous and multidimensional
.concept .

They conclude that neither purely economic nor sociological
family models hold all the answers fOr explaining family division
of labor. Families are not single-mincl,ed units, with every member
maximizing his or her behavior for the welfare of the unit. Islither
are families collectibriS of individuals perpetually buffete, d by
norms. Rather, the findings suggest that family members are;indi;
viduals making choices Under a number of social and econOmic
restraints.

Turned-Off Minds

When wives were asked to check which of the folloving
wordsenjoyable, frustrating, fulfilling, physically tiring, tedibus
or boring, unpleasant, difficult, or neutralbest described their
feelings toward*ach of the eight categories of housework; "neu-
tral" was by far the most popular descriPtion for everything but
shild care.

Why this lack of emotion? The investigatprs believe that most
women see household work as "necessary" and sanply turn off
their minds while doing it. The diaries confirm this belief. Feelings
about and values toward housework appear to have little influ-
ence on what proportion of housework a wife does. How much
she does and how well she does it may be another matter. The
feelings of these housewives about housework in general were
summarized by one:

This is Fred's castleperiod. Oh, we have projects oc-
casionally; once a year we'll do the windows, and I'll
get on one side and he'll get on the other, and if he's
around he'll somcdmes mow the lawn, and he takes
out the garbage. Dinner time is the hardest time. I try
to get the family room cleaned up before he comes
'home so we can spend some time in there with the
boys. Basically, I'm willing to do everything else around
here as long as he puts in some time with the kids and
doles out a little love.



in 53 percent of the households stUdied, the wife said That there
was no difference of °opinion concernins who should do what
housework. In 30 percent of the homes, there was .little differ-
ence of opinion, When husbands and wives differed on who .

shbuld do what, 42 percent of the wives "gave in" regularly, and
another 19 percent "gave in1 half the time. Most wives expressed
little resentment abbut this state.of affairs. They didn't feel that
'they were doing too much of 'the 'housework, nor did they feel
pressured to do more work than they felt they should.

No Revolt in Fred's Castle

Why is, there such acceptance of circumstances which would
seem a ready source _of open revolt? Although the investigators
believe that the more comprehensive national study will provide a
clearer understanding of 'this phenomenon, they 'have posed
some possible answers. Their sample may have simply adjusted.to
their situations ,and flecided to invest their psychic energies else-
wherein talking. on the telephone, visiting neighborsrwatching
television, outside jobs, or in more creative housework, such as
sewing. The inVistigators also believe that, although their sample
cited specific tasks as being boring, unpleasant, or neutral, they
found overall satisfaction in the broader roles of wife; mother,
arid homemaker. Most of the women in the Evanston study fele
strong emotional attachment to the household members for
Whom they labored. As the investigators concluded, "A labor of
love may at times not seem like labor at aV Finally; these investi-
gators disagree with those like Lillian Rubin and Mary Walshok
who say that wives and mothers find paying jobs a welcome
change from their work at home. Household work, they say, is no
more boring than most of the outside employment available to
these women and 'offers as much or move discretion in its timing.

The nationald study of household woric, in addition to_ having a
much larger sample (400 couples and 400 wives from nine regions
of the country), is also probing more deeply into some of the is-
sues raised by the pilot study. Berheide is examining how subjects
decide what is labor and what is leisure activity. Sarah Berk will
,focus primarily on the division of labor, and Richard Berk will
work with new economic models generated by the find'ngs. All
three investigators are studying behavorial problems (marital
strife, drinking, drug taking) that may be associated with larticular
household work environments. Sarah Berk says that t ey also
wanted to investigate such major issues as child abuse and gener-
al family violence, but found them to be too sensitive. Whereas a
mother will tell you that she needs pills° to go to sleep at night,
she' is not likely to admit that household frustrations drive her to
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I;eat her child. However, "affect" questions on the national survey
will be closely concerned, with the wife's and husband's potential
resentment, and the perception of household work equity, asking
"Do you think it's, fair?" and "Are you angry?", in refdrence to
specific, household tasks and divisions of labor. Also, further ex-
ploration of the causes and effects of housewives' "turning off
'their minds" should provide needed information on the mental
health of this large category (*workers.

People-Centered History

An interesting offshoot of the national survey is the collection
of household work histories from elderly women. The investigators
found that, whereas many older women cannot recall specific his-

- torical. events, they can ,describe in detail what their kitchens
looked like in 1920. ,Richard Berk calls this ."people-centered" as-
Opposed to "event-centered" history. Tile Berks leel that these.
personal histories :will provide important inWght into how chang-
ing technology (e.g., refrigeration, indbor plumbing) has altered
standards and methods of housekeeping. Sarah Berk also points
out that a woman who- has been a housewife for 50 or 60 yeari
knows how it feels to go from being a producer (butter churner,
bread baker, food preserver) to a modern-day consumer (frozen
food buyer, TV watcher). Under such changing circumstances,
'feelings of self are bound to undergo a change. , .

The investigators would eventually like to undertake a longitudi-
nal study of newlyweds and other newly mated couples. By eXam-
ining.the division of household labor in these new relationships,
they hope to make a thOrough investigation of the causes and
effects of the division of household work in the family.

Married Women's Attitudes Toward Faniily
and Work
Research by: Leuise S. Hauenstein

There are more similarities than differences in the feelings of
married women about their lives, regardless of race, income, or
empl9yment. This is one finding of Louise S. Hauenstein, a
versity of Michigan psychologist who has just completed a study of
married women's attitudes toward their family and work roles.

"There are many indications that married women in this country
have problems," Dr. Hauenstein says. These problems are much
discussedrole conflicts, changing marital expectations, and the
stresses of managing a household amid economic uncertainty,
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among others. Dr. Hauenstein is conceined with the roots of
these problems. Her approich was to focus, on the functions mar.
ried women consider important at housekeepers or.wage earne'rs;
how will they kél they .have accoMplished these functionsk and
whether they are'satisfied in their.presentroles as workers;,wives,
and mothers. Additionally, Hauenstein hoped to find if house-.
wives differed from employed wives in their .attitudes toward wovk
and their families, and whether there were racial and class factors
related to these attitudes.

Hauenstein's data came from a survey of 508 married women
living in four Detroit neighborhoods in 1968-69. Two .of these
neighborhoods (one black and one white) weie Characterized by
low income, low residential and family stability, high population

density, ond a high crime rate. These were called Thigh-stress
areas." The Other two neighborhoods (also one blaik and One
white) were .middle class,. residentially .and familially stable, and
.loW in population density and crime. They were referred to as
"low-stress areas"-in this study.

The most striking Of her overall findings, Hauenstein .says, is
how few actual differences she found, among married women of
differing race, stress level, and work stateis. The women in the
four neighborhoods had almost identiCal views about housekeep-
ing. Over 70 percent said' that it was very important to them to
run the house well. In family attitudes, majorities tof each tub- ,
group said that it was very important to spend,time With their hus-
bands. and to teach, control, and be respected by their children.
Most of the women also. felt it was important to get along well
with their parents and other relOtives.

Why are these women so similar in their attitudes toward their
roles as wives and mothers? Hauenstein hesitates to draw any
fweeping conclusions, but she does say that it might have some-
thing to do with the pervasiveness of American ciklture and the
norms conveyed by the mass media. The few 'attitude differences
that Hauenstein did find were related to economic role (house-
wife or working wife), race, or social clogs, or a combinati9n .9f
thesb factor's.

Housewives vs. Working Wives

As might be expected, Hauenstein found that the biggest differ-
ences between housewives and working wives were in the re-
sponses to: "I have a good chance to spend time with the children
and do things together with them" and "I have a good chance to
teach and control my children." More housewives than working
wives also said, "I am seldom bothered by the feeling that I'm not
doing as good a job on niy housework as I should be doing."



1;i Compttirisons Race

\ "The biggest differenceb in the attitudes of black and ivhite
wOmen," Hauenstein reports, "were on the subject of adVanCe.

0

\mentsotial and finandal. .A much higher j proportion of blaCk
omen said that it was very' important.' In terms of occupational
'obility, mere black housewives said that.tit would be, ealy for

t eM to have a regular job, and more black working wives said
t ey Would Eke to find, a better job..Ttfese "radal" differences,
Httenstéin tam seem 'clearly ithe result of lontstanrccljng socio-
ec nomic conditions.

,
SO* vs. Low Stress

. W men in the high-stress and low-stress nei oods were.
foun4 'to be ternarkably similar in their attitudes, except for atti-
tudes related to their current socioeconomic condition. In high=

4 stress kreas, the women were much more preoccupied with 'mon-
ey and social advancement. Like the black Women, and probably
for the one etonomic reasons, these women showed r..1 active

linterest n getting a job or moving to a_better,one.

Comparsons by Neighborhood -
, .

The woknen in the black high4tress neighborhood were the
most conCerned wiih the importance of having more money, of
personal advancement for themselves and their 'husbandi, and of
job securifyY. These women Were the least satlified With their mar-
riages but reported the greatest show of appreciation from their
children and\tended to rate themselves as good mothers;

The Black t, omen in low-stress areas felt "exceptionally secure"
about their fi andal, situation, especially about living within their
income. ManV, ol these middle-class black women said they felt
that they had qone vet* well in geeing ahead and moving up in
the world. \

The white wornen in high-stress areas who had jobs were distin-
guished by their financid pessimfsm. Fewer said they had a good
chance to Orn a higher wage or that they thought there Would be
more need in the future for, people doing their kind of work. The
white women 'in low-stress areas, on the other 'tand, were by far, the least concerned with meney or advancemint. They Were the
most satisfied with their marriages and repotted the least dis-
agreement with their husbands, However, these women alto re-N
ported the least apprqciation from their 'Children,' and fewer said
theV performed well in the maternal role.

Since these women come from four extreme socioeconomic
environments, Hauenstein cautions that the findings cannot be
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generali4e1 toihe eptire poPulation of AMenean married Wiitnenz
However, ,she says That her findings dO offer comparisons across' -

social class, race, and economic role. HNenstein hopes that her
continuing research on the impact of such variables as age, family
incorne, nuMber of children, financial/ worries, and *satisfaction ."
with. nile of housewife or Worldng wife will further-improve stud-
ies of marital attitudes. .

Reswck on Women, Workers
Research by: Dorothy-Wertz

e

No social 'research is value free, says Sociologist Dorothy Wertz,
and research on working Women, a controversial subject, is espe-
,dally -emotion, laden. The impact. of this emotion has been and
tontinbés to be seen in yesearch policy and Social legislation relat-4
ing to women and work.

A survey of health research on women Workers and their fami-
lies, undertaken by individualsr foundations, and Government
agencies between 1870 and 1970,, has convinced Dr. Wertz., that
this research contains A traceable succession of cultural values
about -Women, their roles, and their physical and mental makeup.
Understanding these Values,' she4,Says: helps. illuminate some of
the underlying biases in' current research.

Peculiar and Unique Machines .
, .

From 1870 to World War I, Wertz found, the prevalent Motive
for research on women workers to be the protection of the mor-
als and health of women and childrenthe weaker and inferior
members of society. Nineteenth century researchers, Wertz 'says,.
based their investigations on several Widely held Victorian opin-.
ions about women; Married women who worked outside the
home were deviant and were jeopardizing ,their. morals, their
health, and the health of their children. Women were "peculiar
and unique machines," whose Special engines required upkeep
which wasinconsistent with industrial labor. A woman's limited
energy..6uld go into either education and employment or repro-

< duction, I3ut certainly not both; and, there was no cji_iestion but that
motherhood was a woman's highest calling. These sentiments are
expressed with religious fervor by two widely read' nineteenth

,.century research,contemporaries quoted by Wertz:

...the normal, the God-appointed work of woman,
wherein lie her full equality, her peerage, her glory
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and her power, is that of the home and the mother, the
rearert the trainer, the blessing of man.

Azel Ames, Jr;
Sex in industry: A flea

" for the Working Girl,
Boston: 1875

In All situations and pursuits of life, the Almighty has
established bounds or limitations beyond which woman
cannot go without defeating the primary objects of her
creation: Maternity is the primary law of her creation.

Nathan Allen, M.D.
Medical Problems of the Day
Boston: 1873

t,

Well-Meaning Reformers

Wertz found during the Progressive Era (1908-1924) that the fo-
cus of research on women workers shifted from the almost total
attention to morals to a concern abodt socioeconomic conditions
of the urban poor. Progressive Era res.earchers (many of whom
were also social reformers) recognized,ffiat poor working condi-
tions caused injury and illness, but thy still tended to condemn
female employment in general rather than contemplate th4.results
of improved working environments.

The intention of a lot of this research, Wertz points out, was to
influence the labor legislation of the time. Nineteenth and early
20th century protective labor laws limited the number of hours a
woman could work and the type of job she could hold, banned
night work for women, and segregated the sexes in many Indus-
tries. The motives of the researcher-reformers (many of them
women) Who initiated this legislation were sincerely protective,
but many émployers used the protective labor laws as an excuse
for not hiring women at all.

After World War II, Wertz finds that a major theme in the re-
search literature was the mental well-being of children of working
mothers. She reports that these studies no longer dealt With the
morals of working women, but they did carry on the assumptions
that women do not have to Work and that work is unnatural for
married women and detrimental to their families. Not until 1960
or so did women's studies start to show some mixed osumptions,
taking into account such factors as the quality of the time the
mother spends .with her children and the effects of her feelings
about her job or her home life. Finally,, after passage of Title VII
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Wertz concludes that quality of op-
portunity for women in employment has become a key research
concern of the late sixties and early seventies.
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An Ei 4to.Bies?

In regarfd to the social science research .of the 1970's, Wertz be.
lieves improved, itatisflcal and analytical methodology has ad-
vanced objectiste resulti 'to' some extent, but that' reseakher bIa
still affects the studies undertaken and colors the conclusions
drawn, The pendulum in many respects has swung too far the
other way. Today there' is danger, Wertz reports, that "a laudable
desire for juitice" could lead researchers to overiodk sexual dif-
ferences in the name of equal opportuniiy. As a result, problems
pertaining only or mainly to women (e.g., maternity leave and
child care) might not receive the attention they deserve.

'In regard to the field of occupational health research, Wertz
says that there is a pressing need for studies providing health
guidelines on tolerance levels for all workers, with special empha-
sis on pregnant employees. Wertz also cites a need .for more re-
search On job discrimination and on the value of work as a whole
for both men and women.

As Wertz points out, research on the health of women workers
has played .a crucial part in the writing of such legislation as the
protective labor laws. In addition, the results of health research
eventually reach the popular press and may influence- women's
decisions on whether to work and eMployers' decisions on
whether to hire them. In the light, of such influence, Dr. Wertz
finds it a social necessity as well as a Matter of academic interest to
look at the underlying values that continue to affect attitudes, leg-
islation, and behavior.
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3. Marriage, Divorce, and
Mter

"Nature has given women so much power
that the law has wisely given them little."

Samuel Johnson
Lexicocanher and Author 1709-1784

....___
Despite all the talk of a "brave new" or "degenerate" American

society (depending on viewpoint), certain traditions remain
among them, marriage. Almost all women get mavridd at sone time
or another, and the satisfaction a woman receives from her mary
riage varies greatly according to a number of factors. Whaf-the
studies in this chapter demonstrate is how marriage, 'divorce, and
single parenthood affect the attitudes and lifestyles of different
groups of women. ..'

Rubin's study of working-class women and ( eir families was
initially intended to examine the impact of th women's move-
ment on working-class wives. After a few interviews, she realized
that she could not fully understand these women without also
interviewing their husbands and seeing how attitudes were affect-
ed by family living. The picture Rubin draM in these husbands'
and wives' own ,words dramatically illustrates the limitations of life-
style options for those who are literally trapped in the American
working class.

The study by Bumpass and bthers on the impact of a woman's
age and fertility on her marriage is significant for several reasons.
Like Karen Mason in chapter 1, these investigators demonstrate
that new insights can often come from "old" data. More impor-
tantly, they provide specifics on the circumstances that ttend to
lead to marital instability. Perhaps increased publidty ofthese cir-
cumstances provided by both Bumpass' and Rubin can help pre-
vent so many women from marrying too young and having children
too quickly.

The Weitzman study is still in progress and will eventually ex-
amine numerous aspects of how divorce and divorce law reform
affect husbands, wives, and children as well as society as a whole.
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Preliminary findings suggest, however, that it liformer wives iito
are most affected i the economk plunge that often follows
vorce, - . . ,1

The Hernandez and Wilkinsoi studies are included:in this chap-
'ter because they represent some of the iurrent relearch that ,is
confronting generalizations, and myths about low...income' 'omen ,

as family headi. Like the working-class mothers in. the last chap-
ter, these women are making active efforts to cope with their

. economic situations and hold their families together. Their prob-
leas are of no small significance, since 12 million American famiy
liesone in eightare headed by Woinen, The unemployment
rate of women heading housenolds is at least 50 percent higher
than that 'of male household heads. And, is Weitzman and Dixon
demonstrate, even in a. State with enlightened divorce laws, few
former wives are awarded the custodial support they neectio stay
home and care for young children.

,

Working-Class Marriages ,

Research by: 'Lillian Bredow Rubin
"American working-class faniily life has a rationale and integrity

of its own, a quality of life that is distinctly related to class posi-
tion." This life is frequently painful and hard; ."The affluent and
happy worker about whom we hear so much seems not to exiA."
These are the conclusions .of sociologist Lillian Breslow Rubin,
drawn from a hundred interviews and a thOusarid hours spent
talking with working-class husbands and wives. In these inter-
views, her subjects spoke of their pasts, .their marriages, their
jobs, their values, and their dreams for their children. Dr. Rubin
hopes to use this information to dispel some of the misConcep-
tions with which American society views its white working dass.
Perhaps, then, she says, society can relate to these people on
their own terms.

Rubin's subjects were 50 white, working-class couples and a
compari3on group of 25 white, professional, upper middle-class
couples. Rubin is well-known in the San FrancisCo area as a mai-
riage and family therapist aS well as a sociologist. She has done
previous research with working-class families in communities sur-
rounding the city. As a result of these community ties, and perhaps

_because she herself is a child of a working-class family,lubin had
little trouble getting people to talk, to her about their !Nes. Her
interviews often lasted as long as 8 hours and involved several
trips to her subjects' homes. She reports, "It says something to
me of the profound loneliness of such people, that they would be
eager to speak to a stranger."
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Toridtiof
Rubiti..., calls the bOok she wiote, based on theie 'intervieWS

Worlds of Pain, becaupe that is what sha, believes She has:fouhd;:
'Most of these, wOrkihtclass peoPle Were 'born itito;familieSWheiv
material deprivation was.a fact of life. Even though theie mob and
womeh still liVe on the edge Of financial disaster, wi00.hplie: owh
families; ihey.don't feel 'that' thEY have a right to cbmplain be-
cause "Our folks' had it a lot. worse." As One yof.ing/Wife de-
scribed her childhood: .

My parents didn't have a lot to give us, either In things
or emotions..I don't blame them; they couldn't help it.
They did their beit, but that's just the way it was. They
were young, and their lives weren't any fun either. They
were stuck together by their poverty and their five kids.

i

Almost half of Rubin's working-class subjects suffered the ixpe-
riehces of parental alcoholism, divorce, and/or desertion some-,
time during their childhOods. TheY married young (on the average,
18 for the women; 20 for the men), many to escape unhappy
homes. Fortrefour perCent of the couples got married because the
women were pregnant. "I always figured if I Messed around With
anybOdy where it (pregnancy) happened, l"d have to marry her.
All of s guys did," explained one young husband. Rubin found
this to be an almost universal working-class expectation. "Of
course, if you get pregnant, you get married; everybody does,"
said one woman,pregnant and ma(ried at 17.

When 'asked what they value most in their husbands, a large
nulyber of women answered, "He's a steady worker, he doesn't
dririkand he doesn't hit me," These attributes, Rubin says, did
not always apply to their fathers.

Althoup these ilerking-dass families have a median income of
$12,300, mbst are struggling financially to keep their heads abOye
water. ;The trappings of the good life.--the house, the "titheesav-
ing" apliances, the 91r, perhaps a boat or camperallorequire
time payMents and overtime work which use up the leisure tinie
for which they were purchased. The frustration this situation
produces is expressed by one husband:

777,7747.'

We bought the camper because W'e thought it wóukl be
a cheap way to get away weekends.' There's nothing I
like more 'than going up to Clear Lake with the family
fishing, swimming, But, Christ, I've been working every
Saturday for the past 16 months, so there's no chance
to use the - - - - thing.

Rubin's working-class subjects have hitched their wagon to a
starthe American dream of material success. Their star has elud-
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ed them.,"Ouying -the.goodi May be easy," Rubin iays, keeping
and payirig for them ks ariother, problempagging anxiety from
Which there is no ielief." The hist response of 70 percent of both
husbands and wives4to "What would you do if you inherited a
'million dollirs?"' was I'd_ PitY "off my 'bills:" Not one Upper 'mid- .

dle-class subject gave the same response. "It is not that such fam-
Hies do not have bills/' Rubin explains; "Rather, their failure to
mention them stems from their relatively secure knowledge that
(professional) annual incomes are, high and climbing." Blue-collar
workers have no such assurance.

Causes of Marital Strain

Within the working-class marriages, Rubin found, "Household
chores, when shared at all,' are divided as they have been histori-
cally." This was true 'also in the professional families (as in the
Berk study in chapter 2), but in the working-class families, the
wife is less likely to have outside help. She is also less likely to
hold the conviction that her husband ought to share household
responsibilities. Husbands, for their part, come home from work
benumbed and exhausted. While waiting for dinner, they. "drop
dead in frdnt of the TV," as one subject put it.

In addition to their duties at home, 58 percent of Rubin's work-
ing-class wives had outside jobs, most parrtime. Although it is a
point of family pride for a working-class woman to say "I don't
have to work," most 'do have to. Because their working is a ne-
cessity, however, they tend to have less guilt than their middle-
class contemporaries about leaving their children to the care of
othersas lOng as these others, are relatives or neighbors and not
alien child care centers.

Although the jobs the working-class wives held were often
menial, they frequently found, them a welcome relief from house-
work and child care. These women work for ihe same reasons as
the' women in Mary Walshok's studymoney plus the feeling of
competence and independence. Still, there are mixed feelings
within the family about the wife's employment. Because a working
wife rpns contrary to the working-class cultural myth of the all-
competent, all-providing male and the helpless, dependent fe-
male, marital conflict often results. As one husband put it: "I think
our biggest problem is her working. She started working and she
started getting tod independent. I never did want her td go to
work, but she did anyway. I don't think I had the say-so I should
have."



1,"The Marriage Bed
. .

Another source °of marital strain encountered by- Rubin WO
, Changing Sexual expectations brought about by the Aeitual.revolu.
flow snd .the Women's 'movement. Many of the 'working-class
women she interviewed were frankly confused about what was '11

expected of them now that the forbidden has become common- 4.
place. Although these women wece all under, 40, theifound such
new sexual ilorms 'Ind practices as oral sex' hard to accept, given
their traditional upbringing,, One 28-year-old nuither of, three,
married 10, years, explained:

I always feel like it's not quite
Pete says. I guess it's not the way \ was brought up, and

rrht, no matter what'

it's bard to get over that. He keeps .telling me it's okay.
But, I'm not sure about that. How dO 1\ know in the end
he won't think I'm clap?

,

Compounding the wife's ambiguity on the siibject of sex are the
mixed messages she receives from her husband. He says he won't
think leis of her. But can she be sure? Even Within marriage, it-
seems, there are things a "good girl" doesn't de, As'one young
husband told Rubin:

No, Alice isn't that kind of girl. Jesus, you shouldn't ask
questions like that. (A long, difficult silence.),She wasn't
brought up to go for all that (pause) fancy stuff. You
know, all those different ways .and Ishifting uncomforta-
bly in his chair,,lighting a cigarette, and looking down
at the floor) that oral stuff. But that's okay with me.
There's plenty of women out there to do that kind of
stuff with. You can meet them in any bar any time you
want. You don't have to marry those kind.

In addition to their feelings Of ambiguity about sex, Rubin also
found that these working-class couples had communication prob.
lems regarding sex and love. The wife says: "I want him to talk to
me, to tell me what he's thinking about," while the husband re-
plies: "Talkl Talk! What's there to talk about? I want to make love
to her and she says she wants to talk. How's talking going to con-,
vince her I'm loving her?",'

\
Working-Class Blues

Outside the bedroom, Rubin's couples also experienced com-
munication problems which were reinforced by sex-typed stereo-
types about how men and women should act and feel. These
problems exist across class lines, Rubin says, but she feels they
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1110Y be felt"More keenly and with more.bewliderMent" lit
ing-class' fantillis *here neither language, hOr hehaVior has been
developed. tO.déai With .new.values. Family life Is ,alsO affiCted 4
the husband'Sallenation from alots*status, ofteh botingjob. VihiCh

offers him little 'opportunity 'for .adOahcement once' he is pig
If' this pictare appears totally bleak, Rubin doesn't intend it to

s be. She.says, "Are there, good;tiMes? Yes: a birthday reniernbered
with joy, a happy Christmas, a loving .and.tendermOnient be-
tween wife .and husband. But they stand Out in memory as unique
and treasured events, momentuilly 'important because they hap;
pen so seldom, because they are so 'little a part of daily experi.,
ence." . .

When asked what Alley want for their children., iwOrking-claSs
:parents say, "I want them to.be happy, to have all, the things We
'couldn't' have." As for their daughters, they want them "not to
Marry so young."

Does Lillian 'Rubin think that the children of her subjects will
have different lives from their parents? No. "There's no room .at
the top and little rooM in the middle .... No Mattler what changes
people or groups make in themselves, this industrial society re-
quires a _large work force to produce its goods anid servicesa
work force that generation after generation comes frOm Working- .

class families. These families reproduce themselves not because
they are somehow deficient or their cultUte aberrant, but because'
there are no alternatives for most of -their children."

Rubin suggests that, rather than continue to develop programs
to change the culture of the working class, the upper middle- and
middle-dass 'establishment adapt its institutions to helping. them.
When the working class has neighborhood "'child .care centers
which mothers can trust not to subvert their working-class values,
and when mental health centers hire those whO can relate to the
specific frustrations and difficultkes of working-class; life, Rubin
believes that, perhaps some of the Pain of working-class life can
be reduced.

Marriage and Childbearing
Research by: Larry L. Bumpass

In this young-thinking, youth-seeking society, youth may well
be a woman's greatest liability when it comes to marriage and
childbearing. Sociologist Larry L. Bumpass and his research team
at the University of Wisconsin have completed an expanded analy-
sis of data from the 1970 National Fertility Study that shows that a
woman's age at marriage is a vital factor in determining what fol-
lows for her and her family.
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' PerhiPs the, most startling statistic 'frOm this .stUdy IS:that one-
fourth of the sample *hci had married while:pregnant before ,they
were: 20 had a third child within 3 year6s. "For many young Wom-
en," the investigators say, "the experience of 'premarital pregnan.
cy defines their Ife options with a,vengeance, as they i*each their
early twenties-already enmeshed in the responsibilities af 'caring
for an , above-averagersized family." In addition,. they .note that

Nearly childbearing can adversely affect the'tealth of the mother
and infant, the econoMic Welfare of the family, ,_and the miritc.'
stability of the Couple.

How Many, Children and When

Whereas starting a family early often may mean having several
children while young, the inyestigators also found that "later
means fewer." Women who delay. the start of their childbearing
tend to have fewer 'children than those who start earlier, despite

' the fact that the older group has More than sufficient biological
reproductivettime to have additional children.
* The,Westigators say that the ansWer to the question, "How old

. is too did to have children" is determined more by.the childbear-
ing pace of a couple's peers, the-couple's own life plans, and the -4

expectations offamily and friends than by biological limits. They
believe that too little Vention has been paid to this social defini-
tion oi childbearing age as a determinant of fertility; On the aver-,

age, the women in this survey cited 21.8 as the ideal* age to have a
first child and 30.8 as the ideal age to have a last child,

The fertility survey polled 5,597 white and 1,155 black women
from around the country. All were under the age of 45 and had
been married at least once. The survey questions covered their
age at first marriage, whether they and their husbands were of the,
same religion and educational level, whether they continued
their education after marriage, their childbirth histories, employ-
ment experience, sex-role attitudes, and possible separation, di-
vorce,Oor remarriage.

Education and Enuiloyment After Marriage

The number of years in which women-, are no longer having or
raising children is increasing. What are they doing in these years?
The investigators found that there is a growing trend for 'omen
to return to school after marriage. This is espedally true fo wom-
en who attended college before marriage, married early, or be-
came separated or divorced. Education after marriage is alsb, more
common for women who support egalitarian sex ..oles 'or who
have professional, managerial; or administrative occupatio s.
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Dr; lluMpasS and'his Co Heavies:Os°. fourd SAarktd:increafie-In
the numberlof..mothers, who were .emplOyed 'while theli children

'Were Still at- home. Close to one4hied of 'the kinteri surveyed
worked at some time during7the 2.Yeirs 'after the birih their iast,.: .child.

Althougi;more mothers of. young children are Working, the in-
vestigators found that, these women do not ,approve of the em-
ployment. of pothers of preschoolers, In additiOn, the number
'Who perceive their husbands as approving of #leir employment is.
'less than the number who work. Why, then, are they,-employedt
Economic necessity, not surprisinglY, seems to be the most impors
tant factor. At the same time, women ir profeiiional. and* mana-
gerial occupations are also likely td work when their children are
young. In light of the'giowing numbers of .working.mothers, the
investigators suspect that increased popular acceptance will even-
tually follow.

Predictors of Divbrce

A popular idea about diVorce is that high& marital instability is
associated with premarital; pregnancy. Althotigh the investigators,
found this to be the case in this survey, theji say that it is not
-necessarily a matter of cauSe and effect. Women who marry be-
cause they are pregnant are usually quite young. Even after villa-
bles of education and religion are ruled out, the earlier the mar-
riage, the higher the rate of marital instability.

Another popular, notion that proved to be a myth is that coUples
who marry while the man is in school or in the armed forces are
more likely than others to divorce. Analysis of survey data Showe
that these couples are no more prone to marital instability tha
others, once age has been accounted ior.

The factors that were found to be associated with higher rat s
of separation and divorce besides age are low socioecono c,

status, husband's occupation being socially below that, of tije
wife's father, wives' premarital employment, and short engag
ments (less than a month). A larger proportion of black subjects
were separated th divorced in their first marriages than were
whites. The investigators were not able to account entirely for this
racial difference, even after .ruling out such variables as wite's age
at marriage, wife's education, status of first pregnancy and birth,
and Wife's religion. Additional variables such as sor!oeconomic
status, they say, might go further in explaining this finding:

The lowest rates of marital disruption were found for women
who married farmers. In a highly urban society, the investigators
suggest, farm families may be more traditional in their views on
the importance of marriage.
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Births Between Marriages

"Childbirth during marital disruption is found to be a surpris-
ingly freiluent occurrence/' the investigators say. Among women
who.remarried,. more than a quarter.had a cttild between the end
of their first marriage and the beginning of the second. Many.of
these births occurred in the first year after the women 'Separated

.. . ,

'from their husbands.
What these figures shoW, the investigators say, is .that many

children who are not technically illegitimate (because they were
conceived 'or born within a legal marriage) still begin life under

, the social and economic conditions of illegitimacy and ',Angle par-
enthood. These children and their mothers do not ,,eceive the
support they, need because their situation has not come to the,
attention cif policymakers or the general public.

Errths' between marriages were found to be more common
amo blacks, aniong women ,of lower education, and among
those ho had a premarital birth. Howeverohe most important
variable 'was, again, age. Almost half the women who separated as
teenagers had a postmarital birth. This was true for less than 1 in
10 who separated in their thirties.

A woman's agp at marriage is an important factor in predicting
whether her marriage will be Itable, how large a family she will
have, and whether she will conceive or bear children outside of
marriage. What is needed now, Bumpass and his research team

, say, is public' policy and social programs to deal with the sodal,
ecOnomic, and contraceptive implications of these findings.

Alimony as an Instrument of JuStice
Research by: Lenore Weitzman and Ruth Dixon

Since 1970, major reforms in divorce law have changed the na-
, ture of American divorce. Or have they? Preliminary findings of a
study being conducted at the University of California (Davis) indi-
cate that neither traditional nor no-fault divorce laws can ade-,
quately deal with the economic problerris faced by most divorcing
women. The new law helps some, but far from all, of these worn-
en. Mothers of preschool children and older homemakers are tWo
groups whose situation has actually worsened since the new legis:,
lation.

As the first no-faulf divorce law enacted in the country, the Cali-
fornia Family Law Act of 1969 provided sociologists Lenore Weitz-
man and Ruth Dixon with a real-life laboratory in which to evalu-
ate the law's impact on divorce and its participants. In addition,
the investigators had the assistance of Family Law professor Her-



ma Hill Kay. Besides being an expert Orldivorce,. Dr.'
instrumental in,the drafting of, the California law.

By eliminating fault and substituting fihanclal need as'the
for awarding 'alimony (now called Ispousat support),, this neW laW
seeks to iMprove the lot of three groitris of former spouses:
Those who were formerly unernployed, and peed time to becbmii
self-supporting, those who tare caring for young children, and
older housewives who cannoi reasonably be expected to Support'
themselves, To aisess whether the new law doe's, 'in fact, offer'
more aid Jo these groups of individuals than the old law, the in-
vestigators compared California court records for 1968 (2 yeats
blfore the new law went into effect) with 1972. Ihey also inter-
viewed 169 attorneys specializing in matrimonial jaw and,all Sitpe-
rior Court justices hearing family law cases in San Francisco and
Los Angeles Counties.

Alimony Declines

As they expected, they found a decline in overall alimony
awards. In 1968, alimony was awarded in 20 percent of cases. In
1972, this figure was 15 percent. There was a similar decline, in
fault as. the basis for alimony awards. The new law has also
brought about a shift froni permanent to transitional awards, rec-
ognizing that some women need support while getting back on
their feet financially: In addition, wife's employability is Much
more a fictor in the judges' decisions on whether and how much
alimony is awarded.

"However/l the investigators report, "in contrast to the explicit
aims of the new law, most mothers of preschool -children are riot
awarded custodial support." In fact, the decline in alimony awards
from 1968 to 1972 was sharpest imong mothers of preschoolers.
In 1972, only 11 percetlt were awarded alimony.

When questioned on this point, 68 percent of the judges said'
that they thought most judges in this day and age-would want a
woman with young children to work. craced with a choice of
ordering support for a fu,II-time mother br making 'her a self-sup-
porting part-time mother," the investigators say, "judges may now
considerthe latter goal more important." Employment is good for
women; it's healthy and normal, judges feel. Plus, they say, stay-
ing at home is not really an option for most divorced women
few of,their former husbands earn enough to support two house-
holds. In addition, the median child support award in 1972 was
$75 per child per month, probably not sufficient to ,raise a child
without additional income.

Older housewives, too, face economic hardships under the new
law. Of the Los Angeles wonien who were married for more than



10 years and were listed a,s'housewives in the court records, only'
34 percent were awaxied alimony.

?has, the investigators report, California's new lawsis failing two.

of the groups it was most designed to help; mothers of young
children and older housewhies. In addition, while 15 percent of
divorced women in California are awarded alimony now, under , .

the old law the figtke,Was only 20. percent. Alimony is not now '
and apparently has nof ever been a means of support for most
divorced women. This is especially true when one considers that
this study deals only with alimony awarded. Alimony .ictually col-
iected is frequentlyless yet. -/
The Alimony Myth

California is not unique in its low proportion of dbiorced worn.
en receiving alimony, the investigators say.' In a 1975 nati6nal poll
of divorced-Wives, only 14 percent said thpy were awarded such
support. Why, then, is it "commoh knowledge" that most.00Men
are awarded alimony? Even judges and lawyers who should'iknow
better from experience have this' misconcepti. When asked to
gUess at the percentage of divorced women actually, being award-
ed alirriony, the judges and lawyers in this study estimated, on the
average, 75 percent.

The roots of the alimony mythe the investigators believe, lie-in,
the high visibility of upper middle-clasi and highrincomJ divorce

"Altheii!gh these, cases comprise only a small percentage of
the total number of divorces, it is these Case4, it, which alimony is
more commonly awarded, and it is these cases which make caw
law, generate publicity, and form the basis for folk wisdom about
alimony and divorce.",

"Ther_t is, in 41.1, a dual system of family law," the investigators
conclude. "Both the neW alimony and the old alimony, are effec-
tive instruments primarily for the men and women in the middle
and upper cfasses. Neither the, old alimony,nor the new alimony
deals with the economic problems that sower class women face
after divorce, and the vast majority of divorced women fall into
the latter group."

The investigators currently are studying court records from 1976
to determine whether the differences in aiimony,awards between
1968 and 1972 are the result of the new law or merely reflective of
ongoing changes irr American society. They will also compare dit-
ferences in child suppOrt and chiid cust6dy.

To get a clearer picture of the social and psychological effects of
divorce and divorce law reform, Drs. Weitzman and Dixon are
also interviewing a number of divorcing couples in tl47 Los Aiwe-
les area. These interviews wiN focus on the economics of the mar-
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riage; factors leading tO the divorcep the rore of the law, lawyers,
and Ihe legal proeess in deterMining4the divoke outcornel PC.

A,

ceptions of what Is an equitable settlement; and the amount of
trauma (sleeplessness, increased 'drinking) associated With the
divorce. Indirectl),, by talking with parents, the investigators ttope
to be able to find out hoW divorce affects their children .

these are not legal issues. However, a.stated objettive of the --
California legislation was to reduce the hostility and acrimony that
often are present in fault-oriented divorces. The inrstigators are
interested in seilng if it has in fact accomplished this objective. In ,

addition, they want, ultimately to gain a better understanding pof°
6 the interaction of legal institutions and family mental health.

I
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Aspirations of Chicana Mothers on Welfare
Research by: Deluvina Hernandez

The popular stereotype' pictures we;fare mothers as passive,
unambitious women, content to sit back and live off the system.
This is a picture that a ctirrent San Antonio, Tex., research project
'is trying to change. Life-history interviews with 17 Chicana moth-
ers have indicated to sociologist Deluvina Hernandez that these'
women do not want or intend to remain on welfare. They Are,
"fighters," who see education as their ticket to a better life for
themselves and their children. Several are working to complete
high school and don't plan to stop ther_.'

Most of these women, Ms. Hernandez says, married young and
dropped out .of school. When their marriages broke up, many of
them already had three children or more. Without child support
and without job training, they had no choice but to go on wel-
fare. Life in San Antonio's public housing complexes is not easy for
these families, Hernandez found. The mothers worry about their
children taking drugs, getting involved in crime, or dropping out of
school. Mahy of the older children are deeply ashameu because
the family is on welfare.

The welfare system ahd ipcal manpower programs are failing
the§e .women and thei faritilies, Hernandez believes. the only
jobs these. Mothers, are offered through these agencies are low-
paying, unskilled jotis,--such a§, laundress or assembly line worker
in tortilla pr tacb factories. These Obs do not.provide salaries high
enough for the women to leave welfare.

Still, these ChiLana mothers continue to be optimistic and eager .
to find better jobs. When asked to make up a story about "Ma-
ria," a youpg woman with children on welfare, their stories always
had a hapPY ending: Maria'got a job.
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Will 'Hernandei(s "Mai las eventually get the jobs' they aspire
toreal careers? Hernandez thinks it will require .training and
placement assistance from social setvice. agencies to do so. As
long as the only alternative is the taco faetory, these women will
be forced to remain on welfare.

Mothers and Sons: childraising in Black,
Female.11eaded Familiei
Research by: Charles B. Wilkinson

Does groWing up poor and fatherless condemn a black male
child to a life of failure? "Not necessarily," suggests a current
'study: A mothers socialization practices and her ability to utilize
community resources may be decisive factors in providing her,son
with the social skills which lay the foundation for later atademic
and vocational success. The mother's ability to use Community
resources is directly related to their availability.

Dr. Charles B. Wilkinson of the Greater Kansas City, Mo., Men-
tal Health Foundation interviewed 101 black adolescent males and
their mothers. The mother had been the sole parent in the familc;
since the son's infancy. Wilkinson's objective: To pinpoint the
childrearing practices, maternal lifestyles, and environmental con-
ditions that encourage school achievement and social compett.4nce
in black adolescent males. Looking at the lives of these young
men from birth to age 16, Wilkinson found that the factors that
facilitate success could be 'defined and traced.

Findings sugf,est that a mother's lifestyle ar, I patterns of commu-
nity activity do hifluence her son's achievements. Wilkinson found
that these mothers were active outside the home, especially when
there was community support. Their activities ranged from em-
ployment. (when jobs were available and family conditions al-
lowed) to invoivemeM in church functions. A mother's communi-
ty invOlvement, Wilkinson says, appears to provide the basis for
the development of her son's social skills and his competence in
community activities.

Academic achievement, Wilkinson found, seemed most related
to the mother's socialization practices within the hoAe. *Mothers
who stressed working and education tended to have sons who
had higher grades and spent more time in educational settings.

Given a leasonable amouht of community resources, Wilkinson
concludes, "black female-headed households can function effec-
tively as family units and need not reproduce the problems of
poverty, delinquency, and mental health so often confronted in
the urban environment."
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4. Women and Depression
"No temper could be more cheerful than hers, or possess,

in a greater degree, that sanguine expectation
of happiness which is happiness itself."

Jane Austen, I/75-1817
Novelist

More women than men suffer from depression. This has been
the finding of numerous surveys and clinical studies.. The ques-
tions that econtinue to puzzle researchers are "Why is this so?"
and "What can be done about it?"

Female depression, clinicians emphasize, is not the'discontent
of bored housewives. bepressions are often long-term patterns of
pathological emotional symptoms, frequently accompanied by
physical distress. These Symptoms include feelings of worthless-
neg..; gat, helplessness, and hopelessness; anxiety, crying, suici-
dal tendencies, and loss of interest in work and leisure activities;
imPairment of everyday social relations; and physical complaints,
ranging from insomnia to extreme changes in weight. The women
who suffer from severe depressive symptoms often are impaired
in many.aspects of their livesas mothers, wives, workers, anti as
individuals. The results of this impairment are seen in doctors'
offices, hospitals, and mental health facilities, though ,many cases
go untreated,

There are basically two approaches to the question of why more
women than men are depressed: the psychosocial and the biolog-
ical. The psychosocial viewpoint holds that cultural. and personal
aspects of %A/Omen's olives are conducive to depression; that is,
more women are depressed because more of ,them lead depress-
ing lives. The biological approach says that there are biochemical
factors that may make women more prone to depression than
men, that substances in their brains are playing with their emo-
tions.

As antithetical as these two approaches sound, the difference is
a matter of emphask and not absolutes. Most researchers agree
that, just as there is no one type of depression, there is no one
cause or treatment.
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Reviewing the Thedries
Research by: Myrna Weissman and

Gerald Klermall
Epidemiologist Myrna. Weissman of Yale University and the

Connecticut Mental Health Center incl psychiatrist Gerald Kler-
man of Harvard and Massachusetts' General Hospital are two re-
searehers who, together and sepaately, have investigated Many
aspects of female depression. Recently, they completed a review
of various explanations for the'sex difference in depression.

"The sex difference is a 'real' finding and not an artifact of re-
porting," Drs. Weissman and Klerman say. Studies show that
women do not experience or report more stressful events in 'their
lives than men do. Neither do they judge life events as more up-
setting. Although women go to doctors more often, differences in
men's and women's help-seeking patterns dd not account for the
predominance of depressed women in community surveys. While
it is possible that some depressed men are "hidden" in the popu-
lations of male alcoholics and criminal offenders, Weissman and
Klerman find this a debatable proposition.

Having presented evidence that the sex difference is real, the
investigators then proceeded to examine genetic, hormonal, psy-
chological, and social theories which attempt to explain the great-
er incidence of female depression. They considered 173 publica-
tions on the subject.

Weissman and Klerman were unable to discover a consistent
pattern relating hormones to clinical states of depression. "How-
ever," they say, "it must be emphasized that no study could be
located that correlated clinical state with female endocrines, utiliz-
ing modern endocrinological methods or sensitive quantitative
hormonal assays."

The investigators found strong evidence of a connection be-
tween the postpartum period and depression. However, if any
hormonal abnormality is involved, they say, its mechanism is not
understood. Contrary to widely held vies, menopause appears
to have no effect in increasing the rate of depression among
women.

Looking at the psychosocial explanations for depression, Weiss-
man and Klerman found two major "pathways": the social status
hypothesis and the learned ,helplessness hypothesis. The social
status hypothesis, they say, emphasizes how social discrimination
makes it difficult for women to achieve mastery by direct action
and self-assertion. These social inequities can lead to "legal and
economic helplesmess, dependency on others, chronically low
self-esteem, low aspirations, and ultimately, clinical depression."
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"Learned,helplessness," a term coined by M.E.P. Seligman, re-
fers to aspects of a young woman's socialization that teach hei ,to
accept and value "feminine" helplessness. The learned helplessness
theory of depression, according to the investigators, hold's 'that.
"socially conditioned, stereotYpical images produce ib Women a
cognitive set against assertion, which is reinforced by 'societal
expectations." Because women are limited in their responses to
stressful situations, helplessness and depression are often the
only reactions they can muster up.

How strong are these two theories? The most convincing evi-
dence that social rote may contribute to depression among women,
the investigators say, is Cove's* data suggesting that marriage has
a protective effect for men but a detrimental effect for women. If
more married women than singk women are:depressed, then
elements of the traditional marriage role (including role conflicts)
may indeed play a part in female di pression.:

As for the theories relating female dep;esEbn to the women's
movement, rising expectations, and/or recent social change, the
investigators say recent short-term trends in depression rates do
lend support to such hypotheses. However, these theories do not
explain why, even in the 19th century, more women than men
were depressed. Weissman and Klerman conclude that no one
theory totally accounts for sex differences in depression or ex-
plains both long-term rates and recent increases in rates among
some groups of women. In addition, they say, different types of
depressions probably are relat- . to different biological and/or
psychosocial conditions. They suggest that future research con-
centrate on broad-based community surveys, using consistent
diagnosis and reporting methods. They also see a need for longi-
tudinal studies of women not in traditional roles, more cross-cul-
tural studies, more research on the relationship between hor-
mones and mood, and further investigation On the genetic inherit-
ance of depression.

High-Risk Groups for Depression
Research by: Marcia Guttenteg and Susan Salasin

The greatest recent rise in the national rate of depression, tredt-
ed and untreated, another study has concluded, is among young,
poor, female heads of families and young married mothers work-
ing in low-level jobs. Utilization rates of State, county, and com-
munity mental health facilities, as well as several recent mental
health surveys, provided the data for these findings.

*Gove, W.R. The relationship between sex roles, marital status and mental ill-
ness. Social Forces 51:34-44, 1972.
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:Dr. Marcia Guttentag of Harvard University arid Ms. Susan Sa-
lasin of NIMH Were the codiredors of a large-scale collabOrative
study on women and 'mental health services. Froni:NIMH,cIata and
other published sources, they compiled the following facts about .

rates of depression for men and women:

Twice as manji women ai men.are diagnosed as suffering from
depressive disorders.
In all types of facilities except. State and county mental hospi-
tals, depressive disorders are the leading diagnoses for. wom-
en. In State and county mentar hospitals, schizophrenia is the
leading-diagnosis for women, with depression second.

* Depressive disorders peak in women between the ages of 25
and 44 and account for between 39 and 49 percent of the total
disorders for women in this age group admitted to mental

j hospitals.
Among married women, a high-risk group for depression is
mothers whose children are living at home.
There are indications that the rate of depressbie disorders is
increasing in general. In community mental health centers in
1971, the diagnostic category with the largest percentages of
new patients was "affective and depressive disorders."

What could be the causes of the high and perhaps 'growing rate
of depression among women, especially among young, poor
mothers? Guttentag and Salasin favor an explanation called the
"combined learned helplessness-life stress model." According to
this theory, the highest rates of depression occur among people
who have "the greatest number of stresses, or life demands, with
which they must cope, and at the same time the fewest possibili-
ties for mastery over them." By these standards, the investigators
say, single fainily heads, who nationally have a median income of
$4,000, and low-income, working-class married women with young
children and low-statui jobs are prime candidates for depression.
Both groups face economic difficulties in providing for their fami-
lies. Most of those who work have boring, dead end jobs in addi-
tion to their responsibilities at home.

the picture that Guttentag and Sala§in paint of these working-
aryl lower-class women is very similar to Lillian Rubin's in chapter
3no wioney for babysitters, recreation, or household help and
little time for themselves as persons. Nagging financial worries
plague these women, and they have no one to turn to for finan-
cial or emotional assistance. As Rachelle Warren points out in
chapter 6, working-class, women often receive little support from
husbands, Coworkers, neighborhood organizations, or mental
health professionals. Having no social power and receiving little or
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no outside help, many of these women become clepressed. Their
lives are d ressing. .

"But wh should there be a rise in deAssion for this group
over the p 15 years?" the investigators ask. Increasing role
conflicts anI1 demands as more of .these women enter the labor
force, they uggesti might be.one reason. .Because working7class
women fac more traditionally sexist family-role requirements
than middle4iass women, they experience more stress in fulfolf-
ing their mul iple roles.

Social Supp rts for 1111,ghrRisk Women

116 consider, g the tyPes of mental health services that would be
most likely to elp low-income, depressed women, Guttentag and
Salasin point. to the Warren finding that working-class women turn
to their pastors more often than to physicians for counseling.
They suggest that pastors in poor .and blue-collar neighborhoods
be provided with support services to better equip them to hell)
these women. Because low-income women are nOt likely to turn
to coworkers for help, the Investigators suggest that mental health
services be offered in an "anonymous yet accessible" manner
within the work place, perhaps with union support. Other sugges-
tions include:

. .Reeducating men who have stereotyped leas about women's
roles at home and at work, so that they are able td supply
emotional support to their wives
Providing systemwide sUpports, such as day care for children
of working mothers and additional financial aid for single-par-
ent families
Working to change societal conditions, such as unequal pay
and job discrimination, that "create a protracted sense of
helplessness in women"

It is the investigators' c6nviction that "such changes which
could positively affect ,he mental health of women could be ac-
complished without negative effects on the mental health of
men."

Faulty Thinking and Depression
Research by: Aaron T. Beck and Ruth Greenberg

Another theory of the causes and treatment of depression
among women is held by Aaron T. Beck and Ruth Greenberg, two
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researchers at the University of Pennsylvania Mood Clinic in Phila.-
delphia. Dr. Beck and Ms. Greenberg suggest:

In order to explain the prevalence of depression in
women ... it,is not necessary to determine whether or
not women in contemporary America are objectively
oppressed. It would suffice to show that women tend to
see themselves (their emphasis) as needfully depen-
dent, helpless, (and) repressed.

Beck and Greenberg don't deny that, historically, women have
been limited in their options. "But," they say, "women both as a
group and as individuals will go nowhere unless a critical decision
is reached; that is, despite socialization and precedent, to accept
responsibility for their lives, goals, families, careers, and psycho-
logical symptoms without falling back on the easy excuses of mas-,,
culine preference, social appearances, difficult times, and cir-
cumstances."

These investigators view depression as a cognitive disordera
problem in the thought process,. In clinical tests at the Philadel-
phia General Hospital, they found that their depressed patients
held indiscriminately negative views of themselves, the outside
world, and the futureeven in the face of objective evidence to
the contrary. They overgeneralized, they magnified minor inci-
dents, and they considered only the facts that supported their
unhappy, viewpoints.

"For example," Beck and Greenberg say, "when a friend fails to
meet (her) on time.for lunch, the depressed patient may infer that
the friend no longer cares for (her) and overgeneralize to the
conclusion that (she) has lost all (her) friends. As a consequence,
(she) feels sad." What is wrong with these depressed patients, the
investigators believe, is not that they feel sadness, but that they
have unrealistic reasons for doing so. They place an "automatic"
negative thought between an occurrence and their emotional re-
action to it. Thus, they are unhappy no matter what happens. ,

Mind Over Mood

The treatment that Beck and Greenberg propose for depressed
persons, men and women, is cognitive therapyhelp in changing
their thinking. The cognitive therapist trains the patient to recog-
riize her incorrect automaticreactions and to view them Objective-
ly. Beck and Greenberg say that, once a patient can recognize a
needlessly negative thought, 'she can [alit it aside before it ,makes
her depressed.

Besides learning to "monitor" her thoughts, the depressed pa-
tient is often helped by talking to herself. The investigators report
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that one woman who was afraid that she wouldn't be able to pre-
pare dinner 'was able to after she told 'herself, "I've done this
many times before, and there is no reasonlhat 1 shoUld be unable
to now." -

Sometimes negative thinking takes a pictorial' rather than a ver-
bal form. Patients who have unpleasant visual fantasies, Beck and
Greenberg 'say, are encouraged to go back .and mend them. Thus,
a college instructor who imagined herself with ttagefright in front
of her class vas able to gain confidence through Practice in
imagining herself conducting her class with ease.

An important advantage that cognitive therapy has over tradi-
tional forms of psychotherapy, Beck and Greenberg say, is that
the cognitive 0rapist is a "collaborator" rather than a "god-fig-
ure." The therapist makes suggestions which the patient may ac-
cept or reject. Another advantage of cognitive therapy, according
to the investigators, is that it deals with symptoms and behavior
rather than a digging into origins of depression in the uncon-
scious. As a result, a course of cognitive therapy can be comOleted
in a relatively short time znci costs less than other forms of thera,
py.

Comparing Cognitiw Therapy With
Pharmacotherapy
Research by: Augustus Rush, Aaron T. Beck,
Maria Kovacs, and steven Hollon

How does cognitive therapy stack up against trirvr;ic drugs in
the treatment of depression? "Very well," indicates a recent clini-
cal study made by Augustus Rush of the University of Oklahoma
and Aaron *Beck, Maria Kovacs, and Steven Hollon of the Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania. On a self-administered measure of depression
and clinical ratings, cognitive therapy resulted in significantly
greater improvement than pharmacotherapy. Nearly 79 percent of
the patients in cognitive therapy showed marked improvement or
complete remission of symptoms, compared with less than 23
percent of the pharmacotherapy patients. Although 6oth treat-
ment groups showed substantial decreases in anxiety ratings, the
dropout rate was significantly higher with pharmacotherapy than
with cognitive therapy.

The subjects for this test were 41 depressed outpatients (26
women and 15 men), 75 percent of whom were suicidal. Roughly
half of the patients received 20 cognitive therapy interviews over a
12-week period. The other half received up to 250 mg. of imip-
ramine per day fost. the 12 weeks.



Both the 'cognitive therapy and the pharmacotherapy Were
found to be effective in the treatment of these patien:s. Patient
self-reports and clinical evaluations, the invcatigators.say, showed
a "substantial and statistically significant reduction" in smptoms
for both of the treatment groups. However, the cognitive therapy
resulted in greater improvement than pharmacotherapy.

The reason cognitive therapy compares so favorably with phar-
macotherapy, the investigators say, iA that, unlike marital thetpy,
social work counseling, or traditional group therapies, which ave
had little success in\ treating depressive symptoms in earlier stud-
ies,' cognitive theray has specifically evolved as a treatmefit for
depression. It is di cted at depression's "core psycho ogical
problems," symptoms uch as pessimism, hop lessness, a d neg-
ative evaluation.

Nthough the investigati)rs_hoped that cogn,tive therap would
show good fesults in the treatment of depression in thi study,,
'they admit that they were surprised by the findingtthat it was su-
perior to pharmacotherapy. Cross validation of results on a similar
patient sample as well as studies with other populatio s of de-
pressed patients (e.g., lower socioeconomic class pat ents) are
planned to confirm this unexpected and intriguing resul .

Estrogens and Depression
Research by: Edward Klaiber

Looking at depression from a biological viewpoint, Edward Klai-
ber lnd his colleagues at the Worchester Foundatiqi for Experi-
mental Biology in Massachusetts have found' that tht treatment of
depressed women with estrogensfemale sex hor oneshas, in
some cases, significantly eased their depression. Th more severe
the depression, the higher the dose of estrogeb n eded to bring
about imprOvement. This finding led the investigat rs to seek fac-
tors which impair estrogen function in depressed/women, in the
hope that they could uncover the fundamental Ouses of depres-

,sion Itself.
The connection between estrogens and behavi r and feelings is

not a simple one. In women, estrogens norma ly inhibit mono-
amine oxidase (MAO), an enzyme which is believ d to regulate the
action of a class of chemicals called catechotamijies. The catechol-
amines, in turnt help regulate a number of b ain processes. An
insufficiency of catecholamine activity, some scientists believe,
may be the basis of mental depression. Thus, strogenS, by affect-
ing the level of MAO activity, indirectly affect the brain processes
that may cause depression. Dr. Klaiber and iis associates, in an



earlier study, found that depressed women hid a signifkantly-éle-
vated level of MAO activity In their blood Plasma,. Administration
df estrogen reduced the abnormal level,of MAO activity and the

^ depression.
To search out the factors that might interfere with pie noimal

functioning of estrogen in regulating/MAO activity, Klaiber dnd his
research team measured the blood plasma concentrations of tes-
tosterone, the male hormone, in depressed and ,nondepressed,
pre- and postmenopausal women.. Significantly higher levels of
testosterone were found in the blood of depressed sUbjects than
those who were not depressed. One result of increased testoster-
one might be an elevation of MAO activity. The investigators add6
tionally determined that their moderately and severely depressed
women patients also had higher levels' of estrogen than the con-
trol group. This was true for both pre- and postmenopausal wom-
en. They found a positive correlation 'between elevation.of estro-
gen and depression; higher estrogen levels were aSsociated with
more severe depressive symptomsan observation which appears
to contradict the early findings in their study.

Estrogen Resistance

The researchers say that the,cause of the elevated plasma estro-
gen levels in the depressect patients may be the increased binding
of the estrogen in the blood by specific binding proteins. This
would mean that the estrogen is present, but that it is prevented
from functioning normally. The investigators call this "estrogen
resistance," a phenomenon they had observed previously in se-
verely depressed women. Estrogen resistance appears to be pres-
ent Wien much higher. doses, of estrogen are required to lower
the plasma MAO activity in severely deRessed women than in less
depressed patients. Despite the already\high levels of estrogen
present in the blood of severely depressed women, still higher !eV-

,

els must be reached before the depressive symptoms are allevi-
ated.

One possible cause of estrogen resistance, the investigators
, think, is the anti-estrogenic effect of elevated levels of testosterone
in the blood of depressed women. They believe additional re-
search measuring the production, metabolism, and binding, of es-
trogen and testosterone in the blood should help to further identi-
fy the excessive production or excessive binding responsible for
the hormone elevation. A related study is expected to show wheth-
er the adrenal cortex is the source of the observed elevation of tes-
tosterone in depressed women and of the suspected elevation of
estrogen in depressed men. The results of their studies io far are
encouraging. Klaiber and his coinvestigators say, "It is possible that
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conjugated estrogens may Come to occupy a place, of importance ,

in the treatment of female depressions in the future,"

Other Hormones and Depression
Research by: Edward Sachar

Other evidence connecting hormones to depression coma
from a study underway by Dr. Edward J. Sachar and his coworkers'
at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York .City. They
have found a reduted responsivity of 'two hormoneshuman
growth (HGH) and luteinizing (LH)in the blood of .depressed
postmenopausal women. The reductiOn in .responsivity- could not
totally be accounted for by the reduced levels of flOrmones nor-
mally fgund in postmenopausal women. This finding lends sup-
port to the idea that a-depletion of certain chemicals iti the hy-
pothalamUs may contribt te to some types of depressive illness.'
These chemicals regulate both mood and ,hormone,function.

The hypothalamus is the part of the human brain that regulates
water balance, body temperature, sleep, food intake, and the de-
velopment of secondary sex characteristics. The hypothalamus
and its adjoining struCtures, the limbic system, are alio concerned
with the mechanisms that appear. to produce emotion. Attached
to the hypothalamus is the pituitary 'gland, and it is here that lu-
teinizing and growth hormones are produced. Luteinizing hor-
mone is involved in ovulation and the secretion of estrogen.
Growth hormone, as its name indicates,.regulates the growth of
the body. In addition, it has a number of diverse and not totally
understood effects on the body's metabolism.

Sachár's findings indicate that, even in adult women who are no
longer ovulating, the growth and luteinizing hormones may reflect
disturbances in the brain chemLalschemicals which play an
important part in regulating moods.

Psychology Plus Pharmacology
Research by: Myrna Weissman and
Mberto DiMascio

Myrna Weissman of the Connecticut Mental Health Center and
Yale University 'and Dr. Alberto IjiMascio of Boston State Hospital
and Tufts University presently are involved in a joint project to
evaluate the effectiveness of various techniques in treating de-
pression. According to their findings so far, the best treatment is
a combination of the psychological and the pharmacological-
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psychotherapy plus antidepressant drugs: Research has bee* con-
ducted concurrently in New Haven and Boston with a sample .of
86 depressed patients, 75 percent of whom are women. /

Antidepressant drugs, discoVered in the late fifties, reduce
symptoms 9f depression, such as feelings .of despair and . prob-
lems with eating and sleeping. Exactly how these drugs work is 0

not known, although there is strong evidence that they increase
the` level of norepinephrine, a catecholamine, in the nerve cell

, synapses of the brain. Catecholamines are known to regulate
brain processes whith possibly affect mood, The psycitotherapy'
used in the Weissman and DiMaseio study, on the other -hand;
did help the patient with the problems of social .adjustment and

. interpersonal relations that accompany depression.
Both psychotherapy and .drugs have been accepted forms of

depression treatment for several years. Until the Weissman-Di-
Masdo study, however, there was no empirical reSearch on the
value of combined psychotherapy and drug therapy in the acute
stage of depression. n'41

The psychotherapy u ertaken in this study relied on reassur-
ance, clarification of ternal emotional states, improvement of
interp'ersonal comm itation, testing of perceptions, and other,
techniques conventi nally (and incorrectly, sap the investigators)
grouped under the ' supportive" heading. The 'drug used for phar-
macotherapy was ai itriptyhne. .

"Despite dire pr dictions' to the contrary, there have been no
negative interactio s between psychotherapy and drugs," Weiss-
man reports. "Dr gs don't make patients dependent on or less
interested ,in psy hotherapy; they don't hurt patient-therapist
transference." Ne ther did Weissnian and DiMascio find any nega-
tive effect of psy hotherapy on drug response. The effects of the
two treatments epm largely independent. Together they relieve
the symptoms f depressior, keep .thern .from coming back, and
help the patient function normally in society.

The investigators believe further research is needed on the
combination f drug therapy and psychotherapy, specifically,
which type of psychotherapy should be used with which drug and
which depr ssed patients benefit from the various combinations
of therapy. Although 40 to 50 percent of deKessed patients expe-
rience a r currence of depression, Weissman and DiMascio Ob-
viously re ard depression as a treatable disease. Their primary
obiecave/is to learn how to reduce treatment time and prolong
recovery:.
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Gael* the linpact of Depression
Research by: Myrna Weissman and
Engine, Paykki

While it's easy to say that what is' wrong with a depressed wom-.
In is that. she's .depresse4, 3 number ot ...esearchers are seeing a
need to assess more specifically each patient's impairment in her
roles A s wife, mother, worker, and eommtOty-gember..,Standard-
ized evaluation of depression and reedvery has begome. an in-
creasingly relevant issue as more and' more depressed patients are
being treated in their homes, and coMinunities rather than in hos-
pitals.

Using a Social Adjustment Scale suggested by 'Gerald Klerman,
Myrna Weissman and Eugene Paykel compared ,40 depressed
women '4,4h their normal neighbors. Their aim Was to judge spew
citically how depression affected the daily lives of-these patients,.

Six symptoms were studied: impairment of work, perform.ince,
"anxious rumination".(a painful indecisiveness), embtional depend-
ency, excessive family attachment, hhibited communication, and
friction in dealidg with people. Of theseOhe first syrnpthnis to
improve as the patient recovered were those that had been the
most severe t- begin with: impairment of work performance and
"anxious rummation." Even when the 'depressed women were
able to perform tasks reasonably well, their distress and dissatis.!
faction with themselves had made them ,feel that they were doing
poorly.

Women who were cishrAoyed outside the home showed less
impairment in their work than the housewives, the investigators
report, siwgeging that outside employment may have ,a "protec-
tiye" effect on these women. A number of the employed women
in this study remained at work during their illness.

Even after their recovery from the symptoms of Work impaht
ment, indecision, emotional dependency, and excessive attach-
ment to their families, Weissman and Paykel's patients still had
communications, problems with their husbands and children. Fam-
ily relations remained troubled by verbal 'friction, hostility, and
resentment.

Depression anfl Suicide
Research by: Aarott 11. Beck and
Myrna WeisSman

Whatever its psychosocial or biological origins, tntreated de-
pression remains a seaous public, health problem, not only be-
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cadse depressed women lead impaired liyes, but because they.are
a high-risk group.for suicide attempts. Three studiesone by Aar-
on Beck and his associates 'at the Philadelphia General Hospital
ond two by the Depression lesearCh Unit at Yale, have shown a
cootinuing upward trend in 'sycide attempts among young WWII-
en, many of them suhering from depression.

In an anaiysis of 240 suicide atteMpts, Beck found that the
women attempter were'more depressed (on a clinical scale) than
the men. The women were also more likely to say that their sui-
cide attelipt had been triggered by interpersonal problems. More
.of them had.made ltiempts"beioie.

The, t.o studies conducted by Myrna Weissman and her asso-
ciates confirm theAnding that suicide attempters are more likely
to be young women who are "crying for help" by overdosing with
barbituratec. If they don't receive help, they are likely to try again,
often with-more serious consequences.

Weissman arid ,Fox found that,. out of 258 suicide attempters
treated at the Yale-New Haven HospitatiEmergency Room, women
outnumbered men two to one. Of the attempters, 205 had over-
dosed on pills and had little intent to actuaay kill themselves.
HoWever, the medical effects of these impulsive cries for help
'were often more serious ancl more likely to require-hospitalization
than the results of the more violent attempts, such as wristcutting
Or shootimg (although the latter two were more like!), to be suc-

..

cesSful). Weissman and Fox suggest that, if nothing else can be
done about suicide attempts among young females, both doctors
and the general public' should be better educated about the clan-
gers of commonly prescribed drugs, espedally when impoisively
taken in combination.

Another study by Lawrence Wexler, Myrna Weissman, and Stan-
islav Kasl to updafe U.S. and international trends in suicide ob-
served that the high rate 9f suicide attempts found in 1970 contin-
ued in 1975. The majority of suicide completers are still men.
However, the investigators conclude on this ominous note: "The
risk of death by suicide is substantially increased in persons with a
history of suicide attempts. Over the next decade, this large pop-.
ulation of young, female attempters will .!)e entering the age of
rkk for cornpleters, and we may find an increase in completed
suicides among gvomen."

If this last prediction proves' true, it will be a needless waste of
life considering the recovery rate Of depressed women who re-
ceive treatment.
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lying in a Woman s

"Anatomy is destiny."
Sigmund Freud, 1856-1936
Father of Psychoanalysis

As Dorothy Wertz points out in chapter 2, Freud wasn't the only
19th and early 20th century researcher to have prejudices about
women. Because of their reproductive role and their physical dif-
ferences from men, women have been protected, patronized, and
feared (see Peggy Sanday, chapter 1). But most of all, they have
been puzzled over.

Until, recent advances in endocrine analysis, hormones have
been largely unknown elements in human funOoning. Better
teChniques for measuring hormoilet. minusculè amounts of
blood and urine are an important' factor in current research on
female biochemistry.

Another aspect of current research is a less prejudiced outlook.
Whereas, in the past,' physicians tended to dismiss female hor-
mone-based physical and psychological problems as untreatable
"female complaints," researchers and practitioners are now con-
cerned with the specific mechanisms of both normal anq abnor-
mal hormone function in women.

The reseprch in this chapter illustrates these new concerns.
Abplanalp`i, study of the munstruar cycle, Weisz's work on hor-
mones and behavior, and Shader's and Gershon's experimental
treatments for premenstrual te sion are approaches to an under-
sianding of the formerly mys erious mechanisms of the female
system.

The Menstrual Cycle: Hormones, Mood, and
Behavior
Research by: Judith Abplanalp

. ,

The trouble with most research on hormones and mood in
women, says Boston University psychologist Judith Abplanalp, is
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that hfstorically so much emphasis has been put,,on the menstrual
cycle as a.source cf pain and distress that researchers today con-
tinue to accent the negative even when considering normal,
healthy women. "As a result, she says, "they have failed to ex-
plore the potentially much broader range olchanges, positive as
well as negative, which might occur not only premenstrually and
menstrually, but at other phases of the cycle as well."

To fill this research gap, Dr. Abplanalp is conducting an indepth
investigation of the day-to-day relationship between hormones,
mood and behavior in the cycles of normal women. Eventually,
she hopes to have the ansWers to a number Of important ques-
tions:

Is psychological functioning related to phase of menstrual
cycle?
Are psychological states related to levels of certain hormones
and/or changes in hormonal activity?
Do beliefs about the menstrual cycle affect daily psychological
and hormonal functioning?
Is cycle length and/or hormonal activity connected with
stressful events?
What are the variations of the menstrual cycle within individ-
uals and within groups of women?

Abplanalp's research is still in the pilot stage. So far, 32 women,
most of them Boston University Hospital Center employees, have
participated in the itudS/.' There was slime doubt in"the beginning,
Abplanalp says, that subjects would be willing to complete mood
and activity measures on a daily basis plus allow themselves to be
pricked three times a week for a month or more for blood sam-
ples. Abplanalp herself, however, has not been surprised by the
amount of cooperation she has-received. "These women are su-
perb subjects. They're interested because it's about their bodies.
Plus, we give them feedback about themselves at the end of their
participation .... Our subjects are our collaborators in this study.
I tell them, 'Look, I don't know what we're going to find. We
don't have any expectations. The important thkg is to be totally
honest in reporting your feelings.' "

Day-to-Day Activities

Because Abplanalp's study is a ground-breaking Venture, she
had to create a new measure, the Activities Log, to g /thee some of
her data. This had to be a particularly sensitive in tru ent
cause, in additign to questions on employment, h usckeeping,
and social activities, it includes sexual behaviors. Afi er interview-
ing subjects about what they did on a "usual day," Abplanalp and
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her assistant, Anne Donna Ily, tailored an individual log for each
subject. This way, no one has to wade through lists of other peo-
ple's daily activities to find hers. After checking the activities they
engaged in each day and for how long, subjects also noted on a
scale of 0 to 5 how much they enjoyed each activity. This informa-
tion, combined with the data from the daily mood questionnaire,
gives a day-to-day picture of how active the subject is, in what
kinds of activities, and her moods.

Hormone levels are gauged from blood samples. Through a rgl-
atively new process known as radioimmunoassay, exact levels of
any hormone in the body can be determined from a tiny sample
of blood: Using this process, Abplanalp !lopes to be able to de-
scribe five phases in each menstrual cycte based on the levels of
estrogens, progesterone, and other hormones. These phases will
then be matched with the activities and mood data to see whether
any patterns emerge.

Abplanalp has started to analyze the data of women who have
completed at least one cycle in the study. If she has any expecta-
tions, they are that "some women will show strong correlations
between hormone levels and mood. Others will show none at all.
We don't knowwhy. All we know is that some, women are more
tuned in to their bodies than others."

Because of the small sample size and the exploratory nature of
her research, Abplanalp says that she will regard her findings as
descriptive rather than explanatory. Further research on the men-
strual cycle will be needed to define underlying mechanisms and
develop theories. "Our work is only a beginning," she says, "but
it's a very exciting beginning."

Medicine Takes a New Look at Women
Research by: Judith Weisz

One of the major developments in the field of medicine as it

relates to women is the opening up of a new research specialty
gynecologic endocrinology. Gynecology and obstetrics have tradi-
tionally been the only branches of riaedicine to deal with "worn-
en's problems." Endocrinology, the study of hormones, in the
paSt primarily focused on pure laboratory research using animals.
Only recently have endocrinological methods been applied to
gynecology. Together, gynecology and endocrinology are provid-
ing new insights into how the female system operates.

"Now," says endocrinologist and physician Judith Weisz, "ad-
vances in endocrinology have begun to provide a 'window'
through which we can safely look at human subjects. We have the
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analytic tools to precisely measure hormones in blood and urine,
as well as in tissue.,','

Dr. Weisz and her colleagues at the Milton S. Hershey Miical
Center in Pennsylvania are studying the relationships among hor-
mones,. brain, function, and behavior. Weisz thinks that, in the
end, researchers will be surprised to find how similar men and
Women are in their brain and hormone mechanisms. For the time
being, however, their research is focused on female 'biology be-
cause the cycles of .the female system are more clearly defined
than the male's.

Research 'on gynecologic endocrinology has practical. applica-
tions, Weisz says, regarding the medical profession's attitudes
toward' women's problems. "It used to be that there were' two
strains of thinking about such cyclical female syndromes as pre-
menstrual tension. It was either 'It's all in your head,' or. 'It's your
hormones.' There was no systematic attempt to get closer to spe-
cific hormonal causes."

Weisz believes that, today, the synecological and obstetrical
medical specialties are becoming more biologically and less surgi-

/cally oriented. She feels that this trend is gradually having a bene-
ficial effect on the treatment women are receiving.

"There is more concern with the interaction of psychology and
physical effects," she .:ays. "The cause of a problemsay bieast
sensitivity--may be psychological, but the consequenceoVerse-
cretion oi prolactin (a hormone which stimulates milk floW) and
possibly a prolactin tumoris a physical problem." '

Weisz is encouraged by the number of medical boards that are
currently accrediting gynecologic endocrinology as a legitimate
medical speciality. The medical profession appears increasingly
willing to consider the "whys" as well as the "whats" of women's
biochemistry.

Drug Treatment of Premenstrual Distress
Research by: Richard Shader

Many women have at some time experienced feelings of de-
pression, anxiety, irritability, fatigue, or "bloatedness"before their
menstrual p riods. Fort nately, most women do not have all these
symptoms lefore eve period. Those who do suffer from what is
known as t e "premen trual distress syn rome."

According to Harvard psychiatrist Ric ard Shader, from 20 to 40
percent of the female population is fIectéd by the syndrome to
some degree. Approximately 5 to 10 percent of women complain
of premenstrual systems so severe hat they are virtually incapaci-
tated for a day or more each 'mo7



Shader and his colleagues at the Massachusetts Mental Health
Center first became interested in premenstrual tension, as it is
most commonly described, as part of their reSearch on factors
influencing individual patient's responses to specific drugs. Mainly
they hoped to leain why certsin medications are ineffective for
particular individuals by comparing the characteristics of the peo-
ple a drug helped with those who were not helped by it. Since
sex was already known to be a distinguishing feature in drug re-
sponse, the investigators decided to look more closely at a dis-
tinctly female characteristicthe menstrual cycle.

In the process of documenting specific changes in mood, per-
formance, and behavior during the menstrual cycles, the suspi-
don was confirmed that premenstrual distress was indeed a syn-
drome-ea group of symptoms. Women who suffered from one of
the symptoms were likely to suffer from them all. Additional re-
search confirmed that the symptoms were accompanied by hor-
monal shifts in the wo.nen's blood and urine. The hormonal
shifts, the investigators thought, might in turn help account for
differences in drug response at different times of the menstrual
cycle.

To test the theory, the researchers administered diazepam (Val-
!urn) at two different times during the menstrual cycle to women
who suffered from premenstrual distress. The diazepam had a
positive antianxiety effect during the premenstrual phase, when
the women were most likely to experience elevated tension.
However, some individuals in the same group of women taking
the drug during the follicular phase (after blood flow had stopped
but before ovulation) reacted with drowsiness or restlessness rath-
er than relief.

Significance for Research

The importance of this finding, Shader says, is that the duration
of many drug studies is typically 6 weeks, which means that the
initial medication is going to be at one stage in a woman'e men-
strual cycle and the foltowup is going to be at a different stage.
"Therefore," says Shader, "results are always going .to be colored
by menstrual cycle effects.....So, certainly one of the most prac-
tical things to come out of this early research was the advice which
we gave to researchers that, even if the study had to be longer, at
least a major checkpoint, should be at 4 weeks to 'control for tnen-
strual cycle effect. Even more ideal would be to evaluate each
woman's vulnerability to premenstrual distress and to design
trials which can take this aind her particular cycle length into ac-
count."
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Continuing their research into premenstrual distress, Shader and
his coirtvestigators cOnsidered several types of drug treotmentr
They knew t;sat Sletten and 'Gershon had had success in tteating
with lithium small numbers of women with severe premenstrual
distress. When they repeated this research 'themselves, results
had also been encouragingfive women who had regularly 30.
fered from severe premenstrual distress said that lithium was a
panacea and that they felt dramatic improvement.

"But," says Shader, "this had.been an open trialthese women
had come to the clinic for help, and ihey were aware of.the medi-
cation they were taking." The investigators deciued to eKtend this
research to ,a study of 45 volunteers with symptoms yarying from
moderate to severe. In this larger study, neither the subjects nor
the investigators knew who was taking lithium, a diuretic (a salt-
andwater-excreting agent which is a traditional treatment for the
"bloatedness" cif premenstrual distress), or a placebo.

"The preliminary data from this larger study," Shader says, "are
distressing. The diuretic didn't %/uric; and the placebo actually
worked better than the lithium. Nobody experienced the kind of
dramatic "relief on lithium reported by the women in the pilot
study,"

Shader believes that the results of the pilot study were dramatic-
ally positive because of the subjects' enthusiasm and suggestibility
regarding a potential cure for their premenstrual distress. "Then
again," he says, "it just may require a greater degree of disability
to experience dramatic relief 'with lithium. It may also be neces-
sary to have several months of control cycles to understand each
woman's variability."

Shader and his associates are continuing their search for an
effective treatment for premenstrual distress. They believe, that
there are implications beyond those of being less able to cope
with personal and family problems on certain days. For example,.
there is evidence from a study by Shader and Myron Belfer that
some forms of female "binge drinking" alcoholism may be caused
by premenstrual distress. Treatment with diazepam, an antianxiety
drug, during their premenstruum helped control this binge drink-
ing. For effective treatment of many disorders, Shader concludes,
researchers must consider not only male/female differences and
the role of the menstrual cycle in female biology,, but also wheth-
nr a woman subject or patient is among the 20 to 40 percent of
th9 female population affected by the premenstrual distress syn-
drome.
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Lithkim as a Treatmentior lir.'imenstrual Distress
Research Samuel Gershon, Baron Shopsin,
and Gregory Sathananthan

,

As research on Premenstrual distr ss continues,,not ail finding6
with lithium treatment hwe been n gative. Drs.'.Samuel Gershon,
Barons Shopsin, and Gregory Sathatilanthan it the New York Unik
versity School of Medicine reCenq found that lithium carbonate . .

was superior to either hydrodiuri (a diuretic) or a placebo in
treating 18 women with moderate to severe premenstrual symp-,'
toms. Their study lasted 9 mont s, with each- patient spending
three menstrual cycles on each m dication.

1

These investigators first becam interested in the premenstrual
syndrome because of its similarit, es to manic-depressive disease.
Both disorders are cyclical; nboth ay be related to changes in the
body's water and electrolyte ba ance; and both involve marked
behavioral-mood changes. Beca se lithium hai been successful in
relieving the symptoms of mani depressives, the researchers de-
cided to see if it-would provide similar relief for Women suffering
from premenstrual distress.

Dr. Gershon's-first experiments, conducted. with Dr, Ivan Slet-
ten at the University of Missouri in the mid-sixties, involved eight
patients with severe premenstrual symptoms that included
screaming, smashing china, and shoplifting. None of these wom-
en had experienced relief with sedatives, diuretics, or psychother-
apy. All responded to lithium Medication when taken three times
a day for 10 days prior to Their menstrual flow. .

In the 10 years since this first experiment, the N.Y.U. team has ..
continued to investigate lithium as a treatment for several disor .
dersschizophrenia,:rnania, and depresSion, as well as premen-
strual tension. The quesiions they are trying to answer are how
lithium can be used to learn more about the biochemistry and
physiology of mood disorders and through what mechanisms lith-d

ium works.
Lithium is an ideal tool for clinical research, the investigators

say, because it is a simple chemical which remains unchanged
within the body. After lithium is orally administered, its level in
the body can be easily gauged in the blood or saliva. Ninety-five
percent of it is excreted unchanged in the rine, and, unlike oth-
er psychotropic drugs, it is not melabolized in the liver,

What lithium does when it is in the body is another matter. The
mechanism (or more likely mechanisms) through which it oper-
ates is still largely unknown, although theories abound, There is
some evidence that lithium works to regUlate the 'irain chemicals
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iscussed by Klaiber. and Sachar in chapter 4, but' there is no On*
sensus on.the matter.

The investigators' plan to continue their research on lithium and'
premenstrual distress by comparing lithium with two' other
drugsDyrenium and Aldatone. Like lithium; both of these drugs
generate alciss of water and sodium from the body. Dyrenium is
unique in its action, the investigaters report, in that it interferes
with the exchange of sodium ionr for potassium and hydrogen
ions. Aldatoni, on the other hand, blocks sodium retention by
blocking the effects of aldosterone, the principal electrolyte-regu-
lating compound secreted by the adrenal cortex. LithiUm also
appears to inhibit aldosterone. r'

By.comparing lithium with two compounds that seem to do the
same thing but in slightly different ways, the investigators hope to
further target in on how lithium workS and why it seems to reliev
premenstrual distress. "The therapeutic nature of this ion (lith-
ium)," they say, "may repreSent a converging research link in
understanding other affective disorders of.an endogenous nature."
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6. Women Seeking Help

"She generally gave herself very good advice
(although she very seldom followed it)."

Lewis Carroll, 1832-1898
Mathematician and writer

The reason, some say, that many women are turning to nontra-
ditional or "alternative" mental health services today is thai they
feel they need more than advice but less than a traditional course
of psychotherapy, At a time when traditional therapy is, being at-
tacked as being rigid, judgMental, and sexist, these alternative -erv-
ices are ,attempting ,,to deal with the needs of specific groups of
women, as expressed by these groups,themselves.

Marcia Guttentag and.Susan'Salasin's 10-State survey of women-
to-women mental health services finds programs ranging widely in
type, size, funding, approach, goals, and clientele. What these
progeams have in common is a commitment to the idea that
women can help themselves. This self-help sentiment was evident
even in programs run or largely staffed by professionals.

Marsha Linehan and Marvin and Anita Goldfried examined anoth-,
er ,growing form of nontraditional therapy associated with the
women's movementassertion training. Like Sandra pem in chap-
ter 1, these investigMors would like to change the standard of
psychological healththat says women should be unassertive.
Many womeri want to stick up for their rights, they say, but are
unable to. As a result, they are anxious and angry. In this study,
assertion training was found to be effective in reducing this anxie-
ty and hostility and in ,irnproving relations with others.

An "old" mental health resource for women that has been re-
discovered is the neighbor. Lee Morical finds that the isolation of
rural housewives tends to magnify their personal problems. What
they need are women like themselves to talk with and reassure
them that others have faced (and surmounted) the same problems.
A sinitbr idea is presented in an urban setting by Rachelle Warren.
She says that, for blue-collar women, neighbors are not only the
most important but sometimes the only resource for help in coping
with personal problems.
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Womin.toAromen Services- ,

Research bp Marcia Guttentag and Susan Salasin
f

One of the products of the wOMeh's liberation movement has
been, a proliferation of self-help and other feminist therapy pro-
grams throughout the country. The kinds of programs that are
emerging, the characteristics Of the women who seek help, and the
type of problems that lead them to seek help are the subjects of
some recent research. As a part of an analysis of services*currently
available to women, the NIMH-Harvard Mental Health Services
and Women Project headed by Marcia Guttentag and Susan Salas-
in examined 50 alternative and self-help support programs fn 10
States.

Services offered included individual and peer counseling, group
therapy, rap groups, vocational counseling, consciousness raising,
assertiveness training, problémsolving, and family and relationship
counseling. Programs varied in their political ideology, from radi-
cal feministsdme of which link the plight of women in American
society to oppressed peoples throughout, the worldto almost
total unawareness of the women's movement. "Although most of
the services hoped for social reform, some (12 of the 50) support-
ed a platform of internal adjustment to the admittedly .undesira-
ble conditions around them," the investigators report.

The assumption behind most of these services is that people
can be helped most effectively by someone who has been or is
currently in similar circumstances. According to the investigatorsk
"These new Women-to-women services based on mutual aid and
support have recognized the potential of the self-help mode and
(have) begun to put, it to use with considelable success." This/ is
despite the fact that few of the programs could be strictly deig-
nated as "self-help," because few had staffs consisting totall,y of
recovered clients and nonprofessionals. In spirit, if not yet i ac-
tual practice, an attempt is being made to break down the barriers
between professional service provider and client.

Of the 50 programs investigated, 42 were located in/urban
areas. Rural women, this and other studies show, are relatively
underserved by alternative mental health programs. Working
women' get a better break. Many of the programs surveyed were
open in the evenings to accommodate women who worked dur-
ing the day. In addition, fees were generally low com ared with_
formal psychiatric services.

"The two most common reasons for women to see1k help," re-
port the investigators, "are 'problems with relationshi s' and 'gen-

(
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eral dissatisfaction.' " The label "depression," they say, is seldom
used by service providers:

This is perhaps because the women's movement and the
mental health services which greiov from it are wary of
assigning such an ambiguous and often pejorative term
to symptoms which frequently elude definition or thera-
peutic methods. Depression arid methods cif treatment
are inner directed, and many alternative services were
attempting to tie women's difficulties to social and politi-
cal factors 'that govern behavior .... Collective and indi-

', viduar empowerment of women was a notion integral
to ... these services.

Thus, say the investigators, these programs take women who
are "frustrated," "lonely," or "unable to cope" and rsive them
opportunities for productive activity and personal responsibility.

Learning to Become Assertive
ReSearch by: Marsha Linehan, Marvin doldfried,
mid Anita Goldfried
/ Assertion' iraining is another form of therapy which has in-

/ creased in popularity as a result of the women's movement.
/ Numerous popular articles and books on the subject have been

/ published, and a variety of programs are being offered around the
( country. Only recently, however, has there been any standardized
\ research into what counseling techniques are most effective .in
' training, women tb be assertive. Now, a study undertaken in

, Washington, D.C., and Stony Brook, N.Y., indicates that . ,xlmbi-
nation of therapies may be the best approach. It has also been
\found that, contrary to the much publicized idea that assertion
therapy makes women aggressive and abrasive, a large number of
lisbands, roommates, and friends say that women who partici-
pae in assertion training are actually easier to get along with than

, befOre.
Three psychologists, Marsha Linehan of Catholic University and

MarVin Goldfried and Anita Goldfried of the State University of
New York, have recently completed a joint evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of various forms of therapy in promoting assertive behav-
ior in women. Their subjects were 79 women between the ages of
19 and 53. R ughly half were married, and roughly half worked
full time outsi e their homes,

T

What is he Ithy assertive behavior? When asked for a working
definition, Dr. Linehan called it "effective behavior in situation
where one's rights are being jeopardized or one's opinions and



preferences arenot being, listened te."'"EffeCtive behavior,' She,
says, "is any ,a4tion that protects your rights or allows you ybur
say without losing your selffreipect." . '

,
. .

1

Ignorance or Inhilbitiolli? ,

.

i .There are two basic theories on why people are- not assertive
whea theji should be, the investigatom explain. The skills-4eficit
model says,that a nonassertive individual knoWs when AtsitOatIon
cls for asiertive behaVior; he or she just does not have the skills
to act accordingly. What this individual needs is behavior tOears-
alcoaching in varibus kinds of verbal and nonverbal asSelion:
The therapist sets up hypothetical -situations such as s meone
breaking into a line. The client must deal with the line bre ker pei-
litely but firmly. The therapist critiques the clients' perf rmarice
and offers specific suggestions such as "keep good eye co tact" or'
"try to speak a little louder.' /

e respqnse-inhibition model, on the other hand, holds( that
mos nonassertive individials know how tO 'be assertive.

/.
Their

prob em is that they are inhibited from saying the right thong or
, . .

taki g effective action. Possible reasons for this inhibition, the in-
ye igators say, are anxiety and the belief that assertive behavior,js
i appropriate. Also, as Messé and Callaban-Levy and others have
pointed out, inhibition may result kiln excessive concern about
the reactions of others. The 'accepted treatment for inhibition is
cognitive restructuring therapyh4ln reevaluating the situatibn
to correct unrealistic expectations arid reduce anxiety.. .'sTogether,

c .2-t e client and, therapist look at situation calling for assert!on,
sucb as the line-breaking incident and analyze why the client feels -

untomfortable making an asserti e response. The therapist then..
helps the client see that this feeli wrnay not fit this situation. Self-
defeating thoughts are verbalized and replaced by positive self-

4statements: "There is no law in the 'sky that says (Ither people's
opinions are more valid than ine." Or, "I can still feel good
about mvself even though someone else is annoyed at me."

Combining Therapies
.

.

To gauge the effectiveness of cognitive restructuring versus
behavioral rehearsal versuS a combination of the two, Lin han and
the Goldfrieds divided their subjects into three geoups hd gave
them 2 months cf weekly individual therapy. Women ;./ho wers,
receiving therapy not ihvolving assertion training and women on
the waiting list for therapy served as controls for the study. After ,2

imonths, standardized measures were used to test the results.
,
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In a role-pla\ s'tuation; subjects faced obstacles such as a
salesperson whc re used to accept the return of defective mer-
chandise. The su ject-cusiomer was rated on what she said to the

salesperson, how clearly and loudly she said it, whether she main-
tained eye contact, and how many times she responded to the
salesperson's repeated, "I'm sorry, but I can't .help you without

your sales slip." Afterward, the subject reported how much anxie-

ty, guilt, or anger she felt during the encounter.
In another test, each subject was asked to go into a room and

complete an assertion questionnaire. When she entered the
room, she found a woman sitting with her. feet up on the only

other chair in the room. When, and if, the subject persuaded this
woman to allow her to sit down, the woman proceeded to borrow

the subject's pencil _uld interrupt her by banging a desk drawer.
She then tried to convince the subject to proofread for her, to get
her a cup of coffee, and to let her read the questionnaire. The
subject's responses to these intrusions and requests were record-

ed on tape.
On both these tests, the imiestigators say, women who had re-

ceived some form of assertion training did better than those who
had not. Women who had undergone combined restructuring-
rehearsal therapy did best of all. The investigators believe the two

therapies complemented eaCn other. Restructuring increased the

likelihood that a subject would say or do something assertive.
Behavioral rehearsal improved the quality (i.e., effectiveness) of

what was said or done.
The importance of this finding, the investigators point out, is

that, in using these combined therapies, the therapist does not
have to waste time analyzing whether a client's problem is a lack

of skills or inhibition. The combined therapy works on both these

javoblems.

How Others React to Assertion

At.the end of the eight therapy sessions, the investigatiars asked

the subjects' "significant others" (husband, boyfriend, roommate,
or other (lose relative or friend) whether their relationship with

the subject had improved, worsened, or remained approximately
the same over the previous 2 months. Of the women who had
undergone some form of assertion therapy (cognitive restructur-
ing, behavioral rehearsal, or a combination of the two), 44 percent
of their significant others said their relationship had improved.
Only 11 percent said that the relationship had worsened. Of The

women in the control groups (therapy without hssertion training
or no therapy), 17 percent had significant others who found the
relationship improved and 14 percent who said it was worse.
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While assertion training may not Always improve a relationship,
thc investigators say, at least their findings show that it does not
necessarily damage it. The subjects' self-reports ,of decreased an-
ger and hostility in assertive situations and increased self-esteem
atter assertion training give some dues to why some relationships
may have improved.

Another finding from this;study iS that the sex of the therapist is not

a major faetor in assertion training with women. Women who had
male or female' therapists did equally well in their improvement
on all measures of evaluation. In addition, women who had been
treated by a male therapist did not function significantly better in-
assertive situations with men than those who had been treated by
a woman. One possible reason for this finding, the investigators
say, is that subjects may have imagined interactions with men even
when they had a female therapist. Another possible explanation
might be the homework that subjects were required to doprac-
ticing assertion in situations with both men and women.

*However, the investigators caution, they do not view this find-
ing as conclilsive regarding the effect of sex of therapist in actual
clinical settings:

Inasmuch as the concept of assertivehess reflects values
that are congruent with the changing role of- women,
one can argue that therapist bias would have little effect
on the outcome of assertive training. Thus, within the
context of the present research, potential bias may have
been undercut by virtue of a built-in agreement be-

^ tween client and therapist that the goal was to facilitate
assertive behavior. .

Housewives Counseling Housewives
'Research by: Lee Morical

Wives and mothers keeping house in rural and small-town
America are usually considered the epitome of apple pie and
mental health. Yet, according to Wisconsin counselor Lee Mori-
cal, no-turban housewives are a segment of the American popula-
tion badly in need of preventive mental health services. Often
'emotionally as well as geographically isolated, many of these
women ieel lonely, trapped, bored, and confused about changing
lifestyks. Often they are ashamed of these feelings. While many
are in need of -;ounseling, Mrs. Morical says, most are reluctant
to take what Cl2y consider their "silly little problems" to a profes-
sional clinic, even if there were one available in their. area. "As a
result, many of these women receive no help, and patterns of
poor mental health are needlessly reinforced and perpetuated,"
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She says. What Morical has done abOtit tfili problem 'is to-itatt .ihe

Peer Counselor Project/Women Helping Women, a trainitill pro-

gram at University of Wisconiin-Stout which enables' rural

wlvestô help others like themselves with "Minor problems ber
fore they result in severe emotional illness,

Moricakcomes by' her awareness of the needs 'of nonurban
housewives through the many years she has lived and worked as .4

counselor in Menomonie, f'a city of 11,000 located In rural west

central Wisconsin._ While working for the campus ministry to the

University of Wisconsin-Stout, Modcal was struck by the ndmber

of student wives and community 'wornen who came to talk with:
her, not' so much because she was a professional counselor, but
because she was a wife and mother. Morical was also struck by

the similarity of her clients' requests: They all hated to "bother".
her with their "little problems" when she was so buiy; eaCh be-

lieved Ow was alone Avith her feelingi of discomfort; and many
seemelTo feel guilty about , being depressed (tired, anxious,
bored) when'"I really have everything I always wanted."

Morical's two areas of professional interest are group counsel-

ing and counseling with women, sia it was natural for her to use

group counseling to try to reach more of the rural housewives she

had been counseling individually. In September 1971, with sup-

port from the campus ministry at Stout, she founded the Center

for Women's Alternatives (CWA).
The center provides "self-growth" groups which are offered in

rionclinical settings throughout west central Wisk-onsin. Tit:, cen-

ter's first groups focused on mental health. services for house-

wives with young diildren; personal goal setting, and self-help in

dealing with the life transitions faced by older Women. However,

as the center became more established in the area, informal stud-

ies and InterviewS by staff uncovered other groups of wOmen in

need of helpthe elderly, women suffering from postsurgical anx-

iety, women emerging from psychiatric treatment for depression,

recent divorcees, and low-income women.
At the same time that the center was providing information on

the needs of rural housewives, its founder was learning from ex-
perience how to help them. Morical says, "The kind of help

which consistently proved most effective was that offered by a
person who was a housewife and mother; who had, in effect,
'been there'; and who was nonjudgmental, caring, and a good lis-

tener. Utilization of single women, of men, and of directive individ-
uals n our groups proved to be counterproductive."
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"Pfaginatic Application' of 'a Principle"

While ob;rv-ing the activities at CWA,, it occurred to Morical
. .

that the kind of counselor she found the most effective could be
trained in a relatively short period of time, provided she started
with the right raw materiala rural or-small-town housewife who
possessed ego strength, was willing to grow, and had the ability
to relate to others in a nonjudgmenial way. The person who natu-

rally came to mind, Morical says, was Lorna Gauthier.
Mrs. Gauthier is the wife of a UW-Stout-faculty member, moth.

er of si!. children, and long.time Menomonie resident. Although

Morical did not know Gauthier very well at the time, they had'
worked together on several community and campus, projects, and
Morical had been struck by her warm personality and compe,
fence. Dropping in at her home one evening when Gauthier was

up to her elbows in dinner dishes, Morical asked her if she would

be willing to become her first peer counselor trainee.
"Something about the whole idea sounded good to me," Gau-

thier recalls, "and I said 'yes' immediately. At the time I didn't
have anyxoncept of how many women's lives would ultimatery be
touched' by the implementation of what sounded like a 'good
idea.' "

Morical provided .on-the-job training for Gauthier, with empha-
sis on discussion and critique, and soon the two women were
working together in the development of what is now the Peer
Counselor Project. Gauthier, formerly an elementary teacher, sub-

sequently returned toschool for a degree in child development
and family living and today serves as technical training specialist

with the Project.
The Peer Counselor Project is today housed at the University of

Wisconsin-Stout. The training program for peer counselors lasts 9

weeks. The short training period was designed to make it possible

for wives and mothers to participate and to include a coordinated
9-week class in the University's Department of Counseling and
Psychological Services. In addition, the training program includes

s ort courses taught by the project staff and supervised field ex-

p rience. "Because of our belief in the importance of modeling as

a key source of learning,". Morical says, "the project emphasizes

tra'nee-staff interaction." To facilitate this interaction, the project
is quartered in a home-like, one-floor building on the edge of the

campus.
pon completion of their training," Morical says, "the peer

counselors are qualified, working under the supervision of a
tea.,Ma.

'The title of a paper presented by Morical to the American Msociation of State

Colleges and Universities, December 16, 1975.
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community agency, to offer help to nonurban housewive0 ,of all

ages with such concerns as eventlessness, changing lifestyles,

feelings of worthlessness, breakdown in communication among
family members', loneliness, pre- and postsurgical anxiety, grief,
childbirth anxiety, fear of aging and death, and Problems of han-

dling time pressures, widowhood, and- divorce." These are the
problems, sa9s Morical, that aren't usually brought to-ptofessional
counielors unless the person esperiencing them reaches the
point of being unable-;to cope. In addition to their counseling and
communication skills, peer counselor graduates must also possess

the ability to recognize pathological problemsand refer them to
appropriate community agencies. Project supervision and evalua-

tion of peer counselors continue fora year after their training.

Because of the unusually short training period,,Morical and her
staff use rigorous procedures to choose their trainees. Applica-
tions are accepted froth any rural, small city, or small-town house-
wife living in Wisconsin, and the staff receives many. The first
group of six women, for example, was selected from among 107

applicants. To encourage participation and to assist .women who

must move to Menomonie for the 9 weeks, stipends and free tui-

tion are available. Most of the trainees live in university housing
and become "very close" as a group, says Morical.

The peer counselor trainees have ranged in age from 25 to 65,
but most are in their thirties and forties. They are all housewives
a,ria mothers from small-town or rural backgrounds. They are
largely Middle class or slightly below, and several are divorced
heads-of-households and low-income single parents. Morical says

that, while she expected to find a, sense of commitment among
the trainees, she stili finds "humbling" the efforts and ingenuity
of the women in making household arrangements for the 9 weeks

they are away, from home.
Phyllis Snider, anearly trainee, thought "long and hard" before

saying goodby to her 3-year-old son for 9 weeks. However, as the

mother of six other' children,' ranging in age from 10 to 21, with a
husband who could "pitch in and help," she knew her son would

bd well cared for.
"When I saw the article about the project in our local paper, it

just seethed to leap out at me," Mrs. Snider recalls. "It was what I
had waited for all my life, and not to take advantage of this op-
portunity just did not make sense."

Snider had many moments of missing her young son as well as
her older children, one of whom underwent surgery during her
training, but she considers the 9 weeks a milestone in her life.
With the support of her former supervisor in the County Exten-
sion Office of the local mecdl health clinic and members of the
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CountY Board, Snider h.9s obtained funding to support her offer-
ings of a series of self-help classes for low-income women in her
area (Tomah, Wis.). Snider explains her work this way:,"When I
worked as an aide in a nutrition program for low-income mothers,
I could see that a woman just couldn't get interested in balanced
meals when her mind was on the fight she'd just .had with her.
.husband or if her kids were having trouble at school. My goal in
the groups lino* offer is to help these women learn more about
themselvend how to manage family concerns better. Then they
are ready to accept the other offerings of community agencies.
regarding health, diet, and home management."

The trainees vary in education and past employment. Jslo corre-
lation has been found between age or previous education and ,the

ability to be an effective peer counselor. Some could be peer
counselors in any group or individual setting, Morical says. Dur-
ing their supervised practicum and field training, however, others
begin to show leanings toward specific environments, such as
'Church groups or homes for the elderly. "It's not a matter of age
or ability, but one of personal style," she says.

Irma Donley is an example. A farmwife for 44 years who remem-
bers her first gasoline-powered, washing machine as having
"smoked a lot," Mit. Donley decided she wasn't ready to "retire
to her rocker." She decided at age 63 to apply for admission to.
the Peer Counselor Project. She was accepted and cOmpleted all
her course work with excellent rathigs.

One of Donley's classes was a course in group"dynamics in
which her classmates were largely graduate students in guidance
and counseling. "At first it was scary to go back to schdol, after all
these years, but I discovered there wasn't really a gerieration gap

. with the kids at all," she says. "And.' got an 'A' in the class!"
Today Donley is carrying a full caseload as a .peer counselor in

adult support counseling with the Dunn County Department of
Social SetwiFes in Menomonid. The words "warm, compassionate,
yet asser0e," appear in her work evaluation. Working under the
direct supervision of the department's homemaker, Donley makes

visits to the homesand sometimes barnsof clients referred 'o
her by the department as needing additional support in handling
personal needs and concerns.

Legitimizing Peer Counselors

As satisfied as staff and peer counselors have been with the
content of the program, the proof of the pudding has been in the
success of the counselors in getting paid employment. Because
she has had personal experience in the frustrations of training
without employment., Morical feels a "moral obligation" to help
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her counselers get paid loos. "Our aini is to make 'peer counsei-
ing a legitimate counseling subspecialitY; such as chenficalAe-
pendency counseling. TO do that, our peer counselors' skills have
to be recognized as saleablenot something to be given away.
This can be difficult, when one has the handicap of living in a
small community where there is a tradition of volunteerism,"
Morical says.

Nevertheless, Morical Says that the interest shown by agencies
throughout Wisconsin in hiring the program's peer counselors has
been gratifying. Program graduates have been hired as facilitators
of women's self-help groups, home management counselors, out-
reach workers, and as peer counselors in Churches, nursing
homes, departments of social services, and agencies serving' low-
incOme women and nonurban divorcees. These graduates are earn-
ing paraprofessional-level salaiies. As more agencies are hearing
about the program and the accomplishments of its graduites, they
are writinvpeer counselor positions into their budgets. "Still,"
says tvOricalfi'lack of (community agency) funding has been and
will pNki5 y continue to be the major roadblock to immediate
employment of every woman_ trained in the Peer'CounSelor Peoj-
ect."

In addition to the training and placement of its peer counselors,
the project has two other objectives: (1) creation of a training
program which can be replicated in other rural parts of the coun-
try, and (2) publication of a body of research concerningothe men-
tal health needs of rural and small-town housewives.

The training program is being packaged,- in a. combination of
audio cassettes and written handouts for each course. Morical is
pleased to note that trainee performance has not seemed to suffer
as she and the original staff have begun to turn their. teaching du-
ties over to others who are using their guidelines and materials.
The first in a series of workshops to train other trainers is planned
for 1978, after final evaluation of the 3-year experimental project.

As for the research on rural mental health needs, Morical has
found that countywide surveys have confirmed her initial subjec-
tive impressions. Many rural and small-town housewives suffer
from loneliness, boredom, and feelings of worthlessness. They
don't require traditional professional help, just a place to drop in
and talk. Rural social service agencies are just beginning to recog-
nize this need. Through the outreach efforts of Lee Morical and
her staff and through the proven abilities of their peer counselors,
these agencies are coming to realize that trained paraprofessionals
can fill this preventive mental health need.
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Unemployment, Sires, and,Help Networ

Research Ibichelle Warren

As the studies in chapter 2 seem tO indicate, social science re-

searchers are beginning,to recognize and confront Many previout
ly unstudied aspects of woinen's employment. It's time now, says

University of Michigan' sOciologist Rachelle Warren, to look at the

implkations of women's unemployment.
"Contrary to the popular stereotype, it is not the working worn-

an who suffers the Most stress in our society," Dr. Warren says.

"Our preliminary findings suggest that she experiences far fewer,
psychological stress symptoms "than housewives or women who

ave unemployed .. (. While women in geneial report twice as

much stress as Men, unemployed women report almost four tiinel
more stress than unemployed men."

":" Warren's findings come from ai4ey of 766 mem and woran
in &ght Detroit area communitiesier subjects reviewed a list of

psychosomatic symptoms and checked any they had recently suf-

fered. Less than 10 percent of both employed and unemployed

men reported such stress symptoms -as headache, tension, de-

pression, or trouble falling asleep. In contrast, 18 percent of em-

ployed women, 23 percent of housewives, and 33 percent of

unemployed women said they suffered frot tbese symptoms.
Whatever the role conflicts suffered by wo king women, they

apparently do not equal in stress the emotional harfiships of

being without a paying job when a woman wants and needs ohe.

UnemplOyed, Blue-Collar Women: "Who Can
ITurn To?" 4$

Warren also found that the people'who received the leait help in

dealing with vnemployment stress were blue-collar women. When

blue-collar men lose their jobs, she says, they turn to their wives,

their unions, and their buddies down at the corner bar for financial

and emotional support. White-collar men and women receive help

from professional counseling agencies. Blue-collar women, for the

large part, do not belong to unions and, in Detroit at least, work at

assembly-line positions that do not afford an opportunity, to make

friends on the job. Less than half of the women Warren inter-

viewed said that they could count on their husbands for help and

emotidnal support in times of stress. Although blue-collar women

turn to their clergyman moreS often than do men or white-collar

women, only 5 percent of them reported making use of this help-

ing resource. As for help from professional agencies, most of the
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- -blue-collar womeL have-neither the mobility to find such help nor
the money to payTor it.,

The despair these women feel was summarized by a victim of a
cutback at an auto plant:

,

I had to take that job. I never learned to be secretaryor
anything like that in high school.'...The union is no good
for someone like me ... and my neighbors call the po-

4

lice if my dog places a paw on their lousy property .. ..
I have no one here. Who can I turn to?

Support From Neighbors
"For the

\.
blUe-collar woman, the neighborhood is the most ::-Ii-

portanta d sometimes the enlyreource for coping with prob-
lems and ress," says Warren. Her research, which was conducted

1
as part p a lar uger study on helping networks in the urban comm-
nity, inc udes data on which kinds of neighborhoods are the best
resoure s for these women. "The most supportive neighborhoods
were/those in which the ;esiden got together frequently, had

Anany things in common, and were active in the outlying communi-
ty," Warren says. She found that women Pri the "high-organiza-
tion" neighborhoods are five times more likely to rely on their
neighbors for help than they are in the more transitory, socially
indifferent "low-organized" neighborhoods. In these neighbor-
hoods, blue-collar women undergoing unemployment or other
long-term stress have virtually no one to turn to. In light of these
findings, Warren raises several important mental health policy is-
sues:

1. Are white-collar employed women.monopolizing the'
professional help-giving resources of communities?
2. Are women in blue-collar jobs too isolated from pro-
fessional help givers who could be, used in Hey of neigh-
bors or coworkers and, perhaps, friends and,husbands?
3. If the neighborhood is the critical resource of the
employed blue-collar woman, what is the mental health
implication of increasing or large-scale unemployment
for this group during times of recession or depression?
Should they be the target of professional mental health
services in our working-class and industrial communi-
ties?
4. What can be done to make local neighborhoods a
more valuable resource for informal helping in response
to various life crises or recurrent problems which may
eventually become serious or chronic mental health
pathologies?
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'Like Lillian Rubin, Warren speaks of the hardships of working-
class life, and, like Lee Morical, she is concerned with the preven-

tion of mental health problems, in this instance, in an urban popu-
lation. Warren dearly believes that healthy neighborhoods pro-
duce and reinforce individual mental health. It is up to the policy-
makers, the mental health professionalg, and coMmunity leaders to

encourage this neighborhood health resource.
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ConclusionrWhai -Now?
A% varied as are the grants on wo,nen described in the preced-

ing chanters, during the next several years NIMH plans to in-
crease the scope of the research even further. With increased
breadth, there is always a danger of decreased depth. The Insti-
tute is, well aware of this. Certain "old" problems, such as female
depression and' the .destructive effetts of sexual discrimination,'
are far from solved. Yet, "new" problems, such ai the increasing
numbers of single women struggling to support themselveS and
their children on low-level incomes, 'are constantly coming:to
light. In encouraging and supporting new researCh, the Institute
has to keep a balanced concern for women of all ages, at all so-
cioeconomic levels, a d in previously underresearched racial and

Q ethnic minorities. The nyth of the melting pot has been replaced
by the reality of the sa d bowl, and research cannot ignore class,

race, and age differenc s in American society.
In the area of sex-rol research, future target is a synth sis of

previous research on en's and women's sex-rol 'attitude in-
cluding 'how men have reacted to women's changing role ex ecta-
tions. Without some degree of acceptance by men,\new rotes for
women can only result in societal and familial strain.

Also under the heading of sex-role research, investigation is

planned on women whose sex-role attitudes and behavior have
not changed. Already evident among some American housewives
is a "backlash" movement 'against social trends they feel are
being forced upon themsuch as equal rights, unisexisM, and

_careers for womenwhich they believe will ftirther destroy an
already weakened family structure. These women are too large a

group to be ignored.
Working women will continue to be a Subject of researdi, too,

especially in regard to possible role conflicts between family and
emnloyment, such as those investigated by Hauenstein, Walshok,
and Lamphere. As more women enter the work force by choice
and by necessity, it will be useful to See how increased economic
power affects their status in family and community life.

In `te fields of bio:ogy and biochemistry, the puzzles of female
jendocrine physiology remain. The relation of depression and
premenstrual distress to hormones and the workings of the men-
strual cycle before and after menopause are still largely unclear.
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Other studieS will investigate male ind ferns* functiOning aS thei'
relate' to sei-defined family and work roles, lextyped. behavieir,
and such feelings as self-esteem and anxiety which appOr lome-
limes sex related.

Finally; research, on mental health therapy for women'Will
tinue to_receive emphasis. As the ;last chapter indicates, theit is
preseney much interest but little scientific investigation. abotd
possible sex bias in how a Client is diagnosed or treated. The
need for studies of psychOtherapy values, in both process and
outcOnie continues to be great.

Other areas of concern in the mental health system include
"possible sex differences in the precription of,drugs--are women
mental patients routirnly given moo drugs than menrSex differ-
ences in other aspects bf treatmentare wothen more likely to be
institutionalized? Illness and criteria for recoveryare .men and

women judged sick or well by different standards?
Improving the range of mentayleilth services offend tO wwn-

\ en will be another major aim cv'er the next few years. While more
Women than men are treated in Community Mental Health Cen-
ters, there seems to be an increang need for the. kinds of alter-
native services discussed by Marcia Cuttentag, Susan'Salasin, and
Lee Morical-4rvices (greeted at women 'with particular prob.
fern-ST-such as loneliness, alcoholism, single parenthOod, divorce,
widowhood, and physical abuse by husbands. Research is needed

to assess the value of these alternative sekvices as compared with
-mcite traditional therapies. And as Lillian Rubin ind Rachelle War;
ren have pointed out, more attention will, have to be paid to the
values and sensibilities of the working- and low-inco\-ne classes in

research.and in the application of research-to the des, n and staff!

ing.of mental health programs,. . .. .

In oll these areas of research, efforts will be made toèicourage
grant applieations by women. Of the 30 research p, j cts de-

' scribed here,19 had Women as principal investigators. In the past 6

years, the .number of research applications from Women hasin-
creaSed from 9 to 23 percent. The percentage receiving fundingsis
roughly the same as those from men. Outreach 'efforts. are con-
tinuing to inform women in the rereareh community about grant
possibilities and to encourage them to apply.

Finally, for researt information gained ori the lives of women
to be of use, efforts are cobtinually being made to Make Suchin-
Jormation available to the public. This volume is part of these
efforts.
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